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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND PLAN OF STUDY 
The problem.-- This study was undertaken to identify 
characteristics associated with the low -achievement of some 
of our intellectually gifted children in the secondary 
schools. To expose these characteristics quantitative and 
qualitative data bave been collected concerning a gr-oup of 
low-achieving gifted children and a matched group or- high 
achievers, case histories have been written, and the data 
have been compared to show whether differences exist 
between the groups. 
Delimitation.-- The gifted boys and girls selected for 
this study were found among the 2298 pupils who were gradu-
ated from the High School of Brookline, Massachusetts, 
between 1947 and 1951. Brookline, although nominally a 
township, is adjacent to metropolitan Boston, had a popula-
tion of 56,952 in 1950, and on a per capita basis is one of 
the wealthiest communities in the state. 
The school population includes children at both 
extremes of socio-economic background and mental abilities. 
Despite an unusually low percentage of drop-outs, the pro-
portion of mentally superior pupils, as well as the propor-
-~-
2 
tion of children from well-to-do families 1 is unusually 
high. In evidence of this statement is the fact that 302 
of the 2298 high-school graduates in the past five years, 
or 13.1 per cent, had ninth-grade Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ's 
of 130 or higher. 
This to tal of 302 gifted pupi.ls was comprised of ·134 
boys and 168 girls, .from whom were selected .for this study 
all those who had attended the eighth grade in a Brookline 
elementary sc~ool and then remained in the High School 
until graduation but with such inferior achievement as to 
rank in the lowest third of their respective graduating 
classes. This group of low achievers was composed of 
twelve boys and six girls. 
To match this experimental group, a control group of 
individuals ranking in the highest third of their classes 
was selected from the 302 gifted pupils. Like the low 
achievers, these pupils had attended the Brookline schools 
from the eighth grade. In addition, they were individually 
matched for sex, intelligence quotients, and sibling ranks. 
' Concerning these pupils the following types of informa 
tion have been collected from the High School's permanent 
records: 
1. Basic familial data such as parents' national ori-
gin, marital status and occupa·tions, and the more 
relevant facts concerning sib~ings 1 ability, 
·.· 
achievement, and personality 
2. Results of the school physician's annual examina-
tion of the pupils' health 
3 
3· Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ 1 s obtained in grades 2, 5, and 
9; percentile scores, based on local norms, for the 
Chicago Tests of Primary Mental Abilities and the 
Iowa Silent Reading Test~, both administered in 
grade 8; grade-level scores, based on local norms, 
for the Metropolitan Achievement Tests in grades 2, 
5,- and 8; percentile scores, based on local norms, 
for the Kuder Preference Record in grade 10; per-
centile scores, based on national norms, for the 
College Board's entrance examinations; and _occa-
sional supplementary test data obtained by the 
school and commereial testing agencies 
4. Data re~rding attendance, end-of-year grades in al 
subjects studied in Brookline schools, rank in highl 
school graduating class, and honors awarded 
5· Data regarding type and degree of extracurricular 
activity, positions of leadership, employment, and 
other leisure-time activities at high-school level 
-6. Eighth~ grade and eleventh-grade teachers' average 
ratings of pupil on each of ten personal traits --
attention, work habits, purposefulness, appearance, 
emotional stability, self-confidence, social poise, 
4 
popularity, leadership, and citizenship 
7. Elerne ntary-school and secondary-school teachers' 
anecdotal reports, appraisals, and recommendations 
at periodic.intervals, and guidance c:ounselor's 
interview notes 
8. Employment or education in first pest-secondary 
year. 
Justification.-- If di&tinguishing cbaracteristics_are 
revealed in the gifted children who achieve below the 
expected level, we may have more clues to assist us in 
guiding them to better adjustment. If these character-
istics appear in the elementary grades, we may be able to 
prevent some children from wasting their talent in high 
school and adult life. 
This rrw·aste of talent in American life, 11 deplored by 
educators for over thirty years, has received major atten-
till'!n in three important publications within the past year. 
The 1950 yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
Educ~tion was largely devoted to educational problems of 
gifted children because nour socioeconomic structure •••• 
demands leadership of the highest quality and keenest 
intelligence." 
1.1" 
J]National Society for the Study of Education, The 
Educa.tion of Exceptional Children, Forty-t.iinth Yearbook, 
Part II, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1950, 
p. 260. 
5 
The Educational Policies Commission of the National 
Education Association, in a lengthy statement of policy 
regarding the education of gifted Children, estimated 
that the loss -of potential leaders "has probably been 
far greater than the loss suffered from waste of natural 
. Jj 
resources~'' 
More recently Witty as sembled contributions of 
several experts in a book on gifted children and con-
cluded with the statement that 11 the preservation and 
advancement of civilization depends to a large extent 
. 2/ 
upon contrill:ru.tions made by gifted individuals. 11-
Two other recent publications, both devoted to 
educational research, have stated the need to investigate 
why some gifted children do not achieve at a level com-
mensurate with their ability. The authors of the article 
on gifted.children in the Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research believe that tttbere is need for. the study of the 
relatively low correlation between ability and achieve-
ment and of environmental and emotional factors which 
. 3) 
influence this correlation." 
1/Edueational Policies Commission, National Education 
Association, Education of the Gifted, 1950, National 
Education Association, Washington,. D.C., p. 13. 
2/Paul Witty, The Gifted Child, D. C. Heath and Company, 
Boston, 1951, p. 268. · 
2/Walter S. Monroe (Editor), Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research, The l'.facmillan Company, New York, 1950, p .. 509. 
6 
Kirk, in a chapter on needed research in special 
educatio~t., included in the y.earbook of the National Societ 
for the Study of Educat.ion, wrote~ "A study of gifted 
children who are not making adequate progress in the regu-
. . - 11 
lar school may reveal the ~tors which retard progress • 11 
If the scholastic under-achievezoo nt of gifted child-
ren were not symptomatic of their total adjustment in 
childhood, and if in maturity they were still able to make 
good use of their talents, our concern over them would be 
groundless. Clinical study, however, has demonstrated tha 
11 school success or failure ..... is p8rt and parcel of the 
2/ 
child • s personality adjustment, 11~ and Terman's well-known 
,studi,es of genius show that school succe-ss- is highly cor-
. - ~ 
related with later ttlife success. If 
.. 
The primary reason for the writer's special interest 
in those pupils who had qttended the eighth grade in Brook-
J:ine and then entered the High School is that rrsuperior 
chiia..re.-:m:~-:an~',more prone to succumb to the stresses of 
school adjustment •••• at the· ag·es of entering junior and 
J]Wational Society for the Study of Education, op. cit., 
p. 333 .. 
g./Jeannette Regensburg, ttstudie s of Educational Success and 
Failure in Supernormal Children, 11 Archives of Psychology 
(May, 1931) , 20, Number 129, p. 137 ~ " 
2/Lewis M. Terman, Melita H. Oden, and others, The Gifted 
Child Grows Up: Twenty-five Years Follow-up of a Superior 
Grou~, Stanford University Press, Stanford, California, 1947 
p. 3 9· 
11 
senior high schoole 11 In the Brookline eighth grades~ 
moreover, an unusual amount of information is obtained 
about pupils from administration of tests and ratings of 
personal traits. 
Definition of tenns.-- Since the word gifted is a 
general term not yet clearly defined, every person using 
the term bas to define it in terms of his cwn use of the 
7 
word. For this stuqy the criterion of giftedness has been 
a Kuhlmanrt-Anderson IQ of 130_or higher obtained in the 
ninth grade. This ninth-grade IQ. in some cases varies con-
siderably from the Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ's obtained in 
grades 2 ana. 5 but appears to agree closely_ with teachers' 
estimates of mental ability in the elementary school. Some 
of the pupils in this study could perhaps be described as 
"highly gifted.'' 
The low-achieving_ pupils of this study are those who 
were ranked in the lwest third of their respective gradu-
ating classes in ~e High School. There were undoubtedly 
pupils above the lowest third whose achievement was seri-
ously below their expected level, but this extreme·group 
was selected in order to contrast the low and high groups 
more sharply and bring into bolder relief any differences 
_ef~tl;_st":i,ng b?'tv;e~n the two. 
17J"earmette Regensburg~ ffi?. cit., p. 137. See also Lewis 
M. Terman, Melita H. Oden, and others, .£12· cit., p. 349. 
8 
High-achieving pupils, from whom the control group was 
selected, are those who were ranked in the highest third of 
their respective graduating classes. This term has not 
been used to imply necessarily achievement at or above the 
pupil's exp~~ted level, although some of the high achievers 
may well have worked up to complete capacity. 
Class rank, the determinant of low or high achievement, 
was computed by the· school's registrar according to familia 
methods. A pupil's final grades in eleventh-grade courses 
and his third-quarter grades in twelfth-grade courses were 
assigned numerical values~ The mean value was computed and 
the pupil was assigned a rank by comparison with the means 
of all other graduates in the class. It has been the prac-
tice in this school to compute ranks exclusively from the 
eleventh- and twelfth-grade record because this record has 
higher prognostic value for college success than does the 
11 
earlier record. 
Assumptions.-- The health information, test scores, 
personality ratings, and teacher-assigned grades obtained 
for this study are assumed to be ;valid and re.liable; .• ·The 
health records have been prepared by_full-time registered 
school nurses at _the time of the physician 1 s examinations. 
JjFrancis F. Smith, 11 The Use of Previous Records in Estimat-
ing Co~lege Success., 11 Journal of Educational Psychology 
(March, 1945), 36:167-176. 
9 
The tests have been administered in the elementary schools 
under the direction of a well-trained Department of Child 
Placement and in the High School under competent administra-
tors and guidance counselors. Since Brookline has been abl 
to attract capable teachers, their grades and ratings ofper 
sonal traits are expected to be reasonably reliable and t · 
entries on records to be accurate. 
It is assumed that the data obtained from the school 
records shed light either directly or indirectly on funda-
mental areas of adjustment, especially since school adjust-
ment is integrated with 11 life adjustment." This is certain-
ly not to deny that it would be highly desirable to have 
supplementary information about other variables, such as 
thqse involved in familial and other inter-personal rela-
tionships, bUt the assumption is made that such data would 
not negate the findings of this study, but in all probability 
would support them. 
A basic assumption has been that the classroom experi-
ences of these gifted pupils have been reasonably similar 
and that the amount of motivation provided by the local 
schools was fairly constant. This is justifiable inasmuch 
as the Brookline schools are required to prepare many stu-
dents for college entrance and tend to exert pressures on 
all students to achieve at a high level. 
Sources of data.-- Data have been obtained from several 
sources in the High School. The pupil's physical and medi~ 
10 
record card, maintained by school nurses throughout his 
enrollment in the school system, furnishes in tabular form 
the results of the school physician's annual examination 
and gives details regarding serious diseases and defects. 
The elementary-school record card, prepared by teacherE 
provides information about the parents' place of birth, 
addresses, marital status and occupations, the pupil's 
attendance, tests, general attitude, and grades for every 
marking period from grade 1 through grade 8, and teachers' 
remarks concerning the pupil's progress. 
The guidance record card is made out by the elementary-
school principals with some of the tei$t results and grades 
and carries anecdotal entries, appraisals, recommendations, 
eighth-grade ratings on the Brookline personality scale, 
brief items regarding the pupil's preferred occu~ations and 
his siblings, together with the counselor's interview notes. 
The secondary school's envelope type of record provides 
up~to-date information about parents' marital status, 
addresses, and occupations, new test data, grades, rank in 
class, and honors. This envelope contains the rating scales 
made out by five high~school teachers, the record of activi-
' 
ties, elective and appointive positions and employment, and 
a letter written by one of the pupil's instructors to sum-
marize the pupil's background. 
Scores on tests·administered to most of the pupils by 
ll 
the College Entrance Examination Board or local testing ser 
vices were available in the Guidance Service, as well as 
reports on post-secondary employment and education. 
Procedures.-- The case-history method, which has be·en 
subject to much controversy regarding its value as a method 
of research, has been adopted here for three reasons. It 
permits the treatmept of qualitative data in the personal 
and emotional areas which can not be treated adequately by 
statistical methods. Since the cause for success or failur 
tends. to be a constellation rather than a single isolated 
factor, the case-history method may lead to a verifiable 
diagnosis not likely to evolve from other methods. Finally 
as a 11 person-focussed11 method, fostered by gestalt psycho-
logy, it offers assistance in the understanding and guidanc 
of individual children. 
There were several steps in the procedure of selecting 
individual students for this study. The secondary-school 
record cards of the 2298 graduates of the past five years 
were examined to id.entify all the gifted graduates, who 
totalled 302. From these were selected all whose records 
showed continuous attendance in Brookline schools from 
grade 8 through 12. Of the 241 pupils in this last group, 
178 were in the highest third of their classes, 45 in the 
middle third, and 18 in the lowest third. 
A list of these eighteen low achievers was prepared 
12 
together with sex, IQ, the number of brothers and sisters, 
and the sibling rank of each. Since the boys' IQ's in this 
low group ranged from 130 to 146 and the girls' IQ's from 
130 to 140, a list of the high achievers in the same IQ 
ranges was prepared, but with pupils of the same IQ grouped 
together and with class rank included. High achievers were 
then selected individually to match low achievers for sex~ 
IQ and, so far as possible, for siblings. 
Whenever more than one high achiever could be matched 
with a given low achiever for IQ and siblings, the one with 
the highest rank was selected. Whenever no high achiever 
was found who could be matched on the basis of siblings, 
one was selected with a slightly lower IQ. If no such sub-
stitute was available, one was selected whose sibling rank 
was reasonably similar -- as, for example, the oldest of 
three children to match the older of two children. MatchinE 
for father's occupation seemed desirable but was not feasi-
ble. Tables showing the IQ, sibling status, and class rank 
of the eighteen low achievers and the matched high achievers 
are included in the appendix. 
Before case histories could be prepared and the compari 
son of the two groups made, data regarding the thirty-six 
pupils were collected from the several sources and organized 
through the use of blank outline forms. 
r'OHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH 
Studies of unsuccessful gifted pupils have been_ con-
oerned with both intrinsic factors, such as those related 
to drive and personalbsocial adjustment, and with extrinsic 
factors, such as family environment and 'the school's atten~ 
tion to individual differences. 
11 In the opinion of competent psychologists and educa 
g/ 
tors intrinsic 11 factors of emotion, temperament, and 
personality" are more responsible for the indifferent 
school work of mentally superior children than are environ-
mental factors. Investigation of personal factors has been 
hampered, however, by the inadequacy of currently available 
objective measures, which "show no linear relationship to 
2.1 
either academic aptitude or acad.~mic achievement." · In the 
study "of_ scholastic success or failure it would be espe~ 
cially valuable to have the use of valid measures of the 
l/Jeannette RegensptJ.rg, .Q£· cit., p. 137. 
2/Barbara S. Burks, Dortha W. Jensen, Lewis M. Terman, and 
others, The Promise of Youth.(Genetic Studies of Genius, 
Volume 3), Stanford University Press, Stanford University, 
California, 1930, p. 277• 
.:2/Ross Stagner, ''The Relation of Personality to Academic 
Aptitude and Achievement, 11 Journal of Educational Research 
(May, 1933), 26:648-660. 
-13-
14 
emotional orientation now v~ariously :..described as "moti va-
tion,'' 11 arive," "purposive consistency, 11 and "integration 
11 
toward goals." 
The studies of low-achieving children of elementary-
school and secondary-school age reported here were made by 
both psychologists and educators. Psychologists have pro-
vided valuable qualitative data about character~stics of 
individual failing pupils through the use of clinical pro-
cedures and projective techniques~ Educators, concerned 
for the most part with group data, have been less success-
ful. 
Among the earlier investigations of inferior scholas-
?J 21 
tic attainment were those of Dvorak, Rockwell and 
. !±/ 
Warner, who reported individual cases of extremely bright 
boys whose school adjustments were improved by various 
types of action based on a mental hygiene approach. 
Van Alstyne attempted to analyze the problems of ten 
children of IQ 120 or higher who were failing in a Manhatta 
!/Florence L. Goodenough, Mental Testing, Rinehart and Com-
pany, New York, 1949, p. 517. 
g/H. Dealey Dvorak, liThe Mental Tests of a Superior Child, 11 
Mental Hygiene (April, 1923), 8:250-257. . 
2./Alice J • . Rockwell, uA Case of Intellectual Superiority 
with Personality Handicaps and General Maladjustment," 
Psychological Clinic (March, 1930), 19:13-18. 
1/M. La Vinia Warner, "Eugene, a Brilliant Boy Who Failed 
in School, 11 Psychological Clinic (October, 1930), 19:143-
155· 
11 15 
public school. After studying their school history, 
reports of visiting teachers, and scores on the Woodworth-
Mathews Qu,estionnaire regarding emotional stability, Van 
Alstyne concluded that six of the ten pupils revealed such 
attributes as laziness, spyness, day-dreaming, indifference, 
hypersensitivity and hypochondria. She ascribed these 
types of behavior to innate tendencies and to excessive 
parental pressures and over-protection. 
gj 21 
Conklin refers to an unpublished study of the 
failures of a group of boys of IQ 115 to 130 in a Los Ange-
les junior high school. The investigator discovered most 
of the failures were in mathematics, languages, and English~ 
emphasized personality factors very little, and concluded 
that the primary reasons for failure were "poor teaching, 
lack of uniform grading, and the like. 11 
Regensburg investigated the reasons for educational 
failure and success of maladjusted children of superior 
1/Dorothy Van Alstyne, ttA Study of Ten Gifted Children 
Whose School Progress Was Unsatisfactory, rt "Journal of 
Educational Research (September, 1923), 8:123-134. 
g/Agnes M. Conklin, Failure of Highly Intelligent Pupils, 
Contributions to Education Number 792, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York, 1940, p. 12. 
2/Marietta Baker, Causes of Failure in the Junior High 
_ School among Boys of Superior Intelligence, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, University of Southern California, 1927. 
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ability. A failure group of 30 children having an Otis IQ 
of at least 110 and a success group of 20 children of equal 
ability were selected from several hundred treated by the 
New York Bureau of Child Guidance between 1922 and 1927. 
Regensburg prepared case studies of these 50 children and 
compared the two groups item by item. The failures differe 
most from the successes in that the former were markedly 
unsociable, withdrawn, over-protected at home, and resistan 
of new experiences, while the latter were m~rkedly sociable! 
out-going, acceptant of home deprivations, and receptive to 
new experiences. The failure-s were from homes character-
ized to a greater degree by mixed marriages, incompatibilit. , 
and antagonism to the school. A larger proportion of the 
failures than successes had no siblings, had physical prob-
lems, and were below norms on spelling tests. 
Conklin's detailed study of failing children of 130 IQ 
or over was based on data collected for the most part in 19~7 
gJ 
and 1928 by the case-study method. From data on family 
backgrounds, health, school records, recreation, travel, 
personality patterns, and social adjustment she obtained 
670 items in respect to which she could compare a group of 
62 failing pupils with a group of 67 non-failures individu-
ally matched for IQ and sex. Conklin discovered overlappinE 
to the extent ·of 81 per cent in the categories studied and 
1/Jeannette Regensburg, op. cit. 
g/Agnes M. Conklin, op. cit. 
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found no significant differences in most categories, but 
she identified a few features contributing to the failure 
of the experimental group: lack of studiousness and intel-
lectual interests, maladjusted mothers, over-strict and 
cruel home discipline, and poor selection of and relation-
ship to companions. 
Lewis compared the personal traits and family back-
gnounds of a group of 1078 ''acceleratedn gifted children 
with those of a group of 756 Hretarded11 gifted children. 11 
These two group.."'S, selected nationwide from grades four 
through eight, represented the top tenth in intelligence 
and at the same time on an achievement battery tested 
respectively at least a year above and ~ year below their 
mental ages. From c.orriparison of .teachers 1 ratings on the 
pupils' personal traits, hobbies~ and socio-economic back-
ground, Lewis discovered several several statistically 
reliable- differences, from which he concluded that the 
retarded group appeared to 11 possess less desirable person-
ality traits, to tend towardQinterests that call for a 
degree of motor activity, and to come from relatively 
inferior homes." 
Jjw. Drayton Lewis, ''A Comparative Study of the Personali-
ties, Interests, and Home Backgrounds of Gifted Children 
of Superipr and Inferior Educational Achievement," Peda-
gogical Seminary and Journal of Genetic Psychology (Septem-
ber, 1941), 59:207-218 
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Berman and Klein employed the Bell Adjustment Inven-
tory to determine some of the reasons why 25 boys with IQ's 
of 110 or over had failed in one or more courses, chiefly 
mathematics and foreign language?, in a New York O.+,;ty high y .. 
~chool. Although the inventory scores of 15 of the 25 
indicated at least normal adjustment, scores of the other 
ten were unsatisfactory. Six of these 10 boys were ~bnorA 
mally retiring and su~missive. No attempt was made to com-
pare this group with a control group. 
Musselman searched for significant relationships 
between numerous variables and the achievement ratias (ARs 
of 297 Baltimore high-school you.tb:-whose IQ' s were at least y 
120. The variables were data obtained through use of 
inventories of adjustment, interests, and study habits, a 
socio-economic score card, a home-background questionnaire, 
and health records. Low AR's were associated with inter~ 
mediate personality adjustment scores, and high AR's with 
both poor and above-average scores. Under-achievers scored 
lower than high achievers in truthfulness but higher in all 
other tr~i~ on the adjustment inventory. Low AR's were 
yAbraham B. Berman and Abraham Klein, 11A Personality Study 
of Maladjusted Pupils of Superior Mentality," ~Points 
(February, 1942), 24:57-63. 
2/John w. Musselman, ttFactors Associated with the Achieve-
ment· of High School Pupils· of Superior Intelli~ence, u Jour-
nal of Experimental Education (September, 1942), 11:53-68. 
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associated with the possession of low socio-economic 
native-born and healthy parents, poorly educated fathers, 
more than one sibling1 an intermediate status among sib~~~·~~~ 
intact families, and slightly poorer study habits. 
man concluded that low achievers were alike in one funda-
mental respect, the lack of a handicap for which scholastic 
success might provide compensation. 
In the latest volume of the monumental Stanford studie 
of genius Terman and Oden reported a unique inquiry into 
Bhildhood differences between the 150 most successful and 
11 
150 least successful in a group of 730 gifted men. The 
least succ~ssful men had come from families of weaker educa 
tional traditions, had been rated less stable. more poorly 
adjusted., and inferior in all other traits except health. 
Their elementary-school achievement on tests and in the 
classroom had been a trifle lower than that of the other 
group. In high school the low group fell farther behind, 
engaged in about one half as many activities, and held 
fewer positions of leadership. The differences had 
increased throughout life up to the very point of the 
follow-up study e 
Lewis M •. Terman and Melita H. Oden, The Gifted Child Grows 
Q£ (Genetic Studies of Genius, Volume 4), Stanford Universi 
ty Press, Stanford, California, 1947, pp. 349-352. 
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Although many types of variables have been investigate( 
in the studies summarized in this chapter, a disappointingl;yl 
small number appeared to be related to poor schoolwork. 
The correlates of inferior~attainment on which the largest 
number of investigators agree are intro<j ecti ve, unsociable 
behavior and parental over-strictness and over-protection. 
In three studies it was concluded that the low achievers 
tended to have maladjusted or incompatible parents, and two 
investigators found that parents of under-achievers were 
apt to be of inferior socio-economic and educational back-
grounds. A few other variables are claimed to be associated 
with academic mediocrity among gifted children, but none of 
these is cited as a correlate in more than one study. 
CHAPTER III 
CASE HISTORIES OF THE LOW ACHIEVERS 
The case histories presented in this chapter and the 
one following will demonstrate the differences between 
gifted children who waste their talents and those who make 
reasonably good use of theirs. 
The low-achieving cases are presented b~w, the 12 boy1 
first, in descending order of their ninth-grade Kuhlmann-
Anderson IQ's, as listed in the appendix. It will be noted 
that pseudonyms have been assigned in alphabetical order. 
In the next chapter each high achiever has been given a 
pseudonym with the same initial letter as the low achiever 
to whom he was matched. These high achievers, too, are 
presented in alphabetical order. 
· Where IQ,'s are g.1:1,ren without reference to the name of 
the intelligence test, it is to be understood that they are 
Kuhlmannlli.Anderson scores. For the sake of economy, no 
reference. is made to parents' birthplace or marital stat.us 
unless ·the parents were foreign-born or ~eparated. 
1. Alfred 
Alfred, only child of an auto~obile dealer, tested at 
-21-
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a higher level of ability than any of the gifted pupils in 
this study, yet he was ranked in the bottom fourth of his 
high-school class, 372nd among 489 graduates. His Stanford 
Binet IQ in kindergarten was 147, and successive administra· 
tions of the Kuhlmann-Anderson yielded 127, 127, and 146. 
His median score on the Chicago Tests was at the 95th per-
centile, and in grade 11 his Terman-McNemar IQ was 150. 
In achievement batteries he scored consistently from lt-'to 
2 years above norms. 
Throughout the thirteen years of Nlfred 1 s attendance 
at local schools there was nothing in the medical report to 
account for his low achievement. He was tall -- six feet 
at age seventeen -- and well-proportioned, and a capable 
cross-country runner. 
Elementary-school data.-- From kindergarten through 
grade 8 Alfred's average grade was~~ not quite as high as 
that of many children of considerably less ability, and his 
mark for attitude was often gin that same period. Alfred 
reached the C level in sixth-grade arithmetic and language 
and in history for the next 2 years, but his general record 
was SUCh that he was given.the maximum uumber Of rating-
scale points in six traits. In confidence, poise and leadeJi-
ship he was rated fairly high but in stability only average 
He wa~ laconically characterized as 11 an excellent boy.u It 
would not be possible from the available data to predict hif 
--
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future mediocrity with any assurance. 
High-school data.-- Alfred's secondary-school program 
was well planned on the basis of a high mechanical aptitude 
test score and an avowed interest in automotive engineerine 
and sales, but he managed to reach the minimum level or 
certific~tion in only two ~ears or mathematics, a year or 
English, and in biology and physics. His work was other-
wise only fair, and in Spanish and American History only 
low-passing. Alfred was not especially active in the 
school's afternoon program for that matter, but held mem-
bership in an average number of clubs. He occasionally con 
·-' 
tributed items of school news to the loc~l newspaper but he 
was not employed in arter-sc~ool time. 
Alfred's parents were not seriously disturbed by his 
inefficacy and when they moved from the t~wn during his 
high-school years felt satisfied to continue- sending him to 
the High School until his graduation. 
High-school instructors did not attempt to explain his 
poor record in any other terms than lack or incentive. The 
rated him average in the traits demonstrating drive and 
somewhat higher.in the other traits on the rating scale. 
Post-secondary data.-- Alfred enrolled in a college of 
general education, where his four first-semester grades 
were all disappointingly low -- two C's and two D's. 
2. Calvin 
Calvin's father, owner-manager of a meat market, had 
entered the United States from Russia; his mother was 
American-born. The family was completed, 4 years after 
Calvin was born, by the birth of a daughter, somewhat less 
able than Calvin but relatively more successful in the 
local schools. Her family moved from Brookline at the end 
of her ninth year in the schools. 
Calvin was essentially in good health, although he had 
a few of the usual diseases Of childhood, and he took cor-
rective exercises for posture and flat feet and wore eye-
glasses from the sixth grade on. 
Elementary-school data.-- Calvin's IQ's were 125, 123, 
and 144 in grades 2, 5, and 9, and his total score in the 
test of primary mental abilities was at the 62nd percentile 
ThDoughout the elementary grades his achievement testwd 
about two grades ahead of norms in nearly· every category. 
In grade 8 he scored at the 93rd percentile on the Iowa 
Reading Tests. 
Although Calvin averaged nearly sixteen days of 
absence yearly, his elementary-school teachers recorded a 
preponderance of ~'s, a few A's, and one C through the 
sixth grade. In the next two years one fourth of his final 
grades were C's, and one grade was D. The low grades were 
not concentrated in any one subject. 
No unmistakable pattern of failure had been establishe· 
up to this point$ but some warning signs had appeared. The 
seventh-grade teacher briefly commented only on his untidi-
ness, poor eyesight, and many acti~ties -- playing in the 
--
school orchestra, remaining after dismissal to assist the 
.... 
teacher, attending afternoon religious school, working in 
his father's market and a department store, and meeting 
with the Boy Scouts. 
The next teacher descrilb:ed him as a "profound thinker, 
a sensitive, cooperative, and generous boy, with a liking 
for teachers and school, but she remarked that he was ueasy 
going, 11 had poor work habits, 11hated routine," and 11 needed 
help in organization., To the principal he appeared to be 
a good student and hard worker, likely to succeed in any 
endeavor. She, too, commented on his 1wonderful disposi-
tion" and unusual generosity ("Would give away his last 
cent. 11 ) and added the word sensitive with underlining, but 
she appended a mild warning, "Guide him to live up to poten 
tiali ties. tl On the ten-point personality scale he was 
assigned the highest possible score for popularity but only 
2 for appearance. He rated ~verage in work habits, social 
poise and leadership, and high in the remaining traits. 
High-school data.-- Calvin now talked of college and a 
career in busine-ss or engineering, and these preferences 
were in accord with his scores on the vocational interest 
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inventory •. Unfortunately his schoolwork began to slump 
almost immediately, except in mathematics. By the end of 
the third year he had barely passed in four of his thirteen 
high-school courses, and he had done better than mediocre 
work only in his two years or algebra. In Latin and 6hem-
istry he did his poorest work. 
In the last year of high school his work improved to 
the point or obtaining certificate grades in two of his 
four courses, English and physics, but his total record was 
such that he ranked only 328 among 477 graduates. 
Calvin participated in track meets, played hockey, was 
active in the dramatic, radio and debating clubs, played 
the piano for German club meetings, and impressed his 
teachers more by his extracurricular versatility than by 
his curricular accomplishments. 
Ratings of Calvin's personal traits by five high-schoo 
instructors concentrated at the average point (2 and 6) on 
the ten-point scale, with a sprinkling slightly below and 
above. His English teacher Jacpnically described him as 
"disorganized.though well-meaning, 11 and his German teacher, 
who liked him personally and praised his 11 happy disposi-
tion," could only state that 11what he could not accomplish 
scholastically he made up for in other fields." 
Post-secondary data.-- Calvin was admitted to a college 
of general education on the basis of his high scores on 
entrance examinations, but ~is first-semester grades were 
unimpressive -- three C-minus:gl!ades and a D. 
3., Edgar 
Edgar's only sibling, a boy three years older, had 
fairly effectively used his very high ability, measured by 
an IQ of 150 in gE_a-de 9· He had ranked in the highest 
quintile of his war-time class, had held several appointive 
and elective positions, and was elected to the school's 
honorary society for his scholastic and extracurrxcular 
attainments. 
Elementary-school data.-- Edgar entered the second 
grade of local schools when his father, an automobile parts 
clerk, moved to the town. Edgar's only serious illness was 
pneumonia, which kept him from attending school for 6 weeks 
in the third year of high school. His attendance record 
was fair in elementary school, generally good thereafter. 
The series of intelligence tests yielded IQ's of 124, 
129, and 143. His Chicago Test median was at the 84th 
percentile. On the Metropolitan Achievement Tests he testec 
usually about a full grade above the norms. 
The decline in classroom attainment began fairly early 
After two years of satisfactory work, Edgar from grade 4 
through grade 7 was assigned low attitude marks, 2 's and 2.' E 
as well as low grades for achievement, Q's and D's. His 
teachers in those grades explained his inferior record by 
2@ 
referring to his Htoo quiet and shyff disposition, which to 
them was an explanation why 11 he doesn't always give the 
best he has." He was criticized because 11 he played too 
much, 11 but no explanation was made as to whether his play 
was seclusive. 
In the eighth grade Edgar's classwork returned to a 
more satisfactory level, so that his teachers awarded him 
at least seven points out of ten in every trait on the 
rating scale • 
High-school data.-- As a result of that year's report 
Edgar was assigned to an honor section in English. His 
ninth-grade record was fairly strong, including certificate 
grades in half of his courses. In the next three years, 
however, the overwhelming majority of his grades were only 
fair, so that he ranked 292nd among 422 graduates. 
Still classified by teachers as 11 quiet and unassuming, 1 
Edgar took little part in his classmates' out-of-school 
activities but was nominally a member of a few clubs. 
Teachers seem to have been unacquainted with him and were 
possibly unaware of his potentialities because of his with-
drawing behavior. There is enough disagreement in the per-
sonality ratings made by four teachers to support this sug~ 
gestion, although it is of course possible that he reacted 
differently to the various teachers~ -In general he appears 
to have impressed others as being an attentive student and 
a fairly hard workers moderately stable and poised~ and of 
average ·assurance, leadership and citizenship. 
Post-secondary data.-- Edgar entered a small, fairly 
stron&men's college, where his first-semester grades were 
predominantly low-passing. 
4.. George 
George's parents, a store proprietor and his London-
born wife, transferred George to the eighth grade of the 
local school from a nearby traditional school for boys. 
George was not as tall or heavy as his classmates -~-
slightly over 5 feet and 120 pounds even as late as the 
twelfth grade, but his health was normal and he lost rela-
"' 
tively few days of school. 
Elementary-school data.-- The Dep~rtment of Child 
Placement found his IQ to be 135 in the eighth grade. 
Re-testing in the next year yielded 142. His median score 
on the Chicago Tests was at the 89th percentile, and his 
total on the I~a Reading Tests at the 83rd percentile. 
Although his eighth-grade record included a final mark 
of C in arithmetic, and his attitude marks included a 
sprinkling of g's, his teacher's impression was quite posi-
tive. She termed him "ambitious, sincere, conscientious, 
and anxious to do what is expected. 11 He appeared to have 
"the will to succeed.'' . His adjustment had been. ''gradual, 11 
~ ... 
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but he was "beginning to do well and his scholarship should 
improve. 11 Nevertheless on his rating scale, where the 
highest or next highest level was checked f'or eight persona 
traits, he was rated only average in attention and work 
habits. 
Secondary-school data.-- Since George's achievement 
test scores were generally at the tenth grade level when he 
entered high school, he was recommended for college prepara 
tory courses and assigned to an honor section in English at 
f'irst. The f'irst year 1 ~ record was auspicious except in 
algebra, which he was required to repeat the next year. 
George 1 s academic success declined steadily throughout 
the remaining three years, with only two certificate grades 
added to his record. He did not fail in any courses, but hE 
ranked only 377th among 477 graduates. 
' 
At the beginning of' grade 11 the boy's family had 
arranged f'or administration of tests by the Human Engineer-
ing Laboratory. High scores resulted in tests purporting 
to measure abstract visualization, creative imagination, 
inductive and verbal reasoning, and objective personality, 
while low scores were obtained in structural visualization 
and visual dexterity. No improvement in his work came out 
of the testing. 
In the Benior year George took the College Board's tesis, 
scored in the top quartile in verbal ability and English 
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and in the top half in Spanish, but in the lowest quartile 
in mathematical aptitude and chemistry. The admissions com 
mittee of a small but demanding liberal arts college decidec 
to accept him as a student., 
George was fairly popular. His homeroom elected him 
chairman one year and marshall 2 years, the radio club 
elected him secretary, and the varsity basketball team 
elected him their manager. He was friendly, outgoing, and 
courteous but perhaps too dependent and submissive in his 
relation with faculty members. There is evidence that he 
had transferred a submissive role in his family to his 
school life. 
George's·high-school personality ratings were su~pris­
ingly high. Although he was not rated in the highest cate-
gory in any trait, he was judged at least high-average in 
seven traits. A few of his teachers believed he was only 
average in stability, confidence, and leadership. 
Post-secondary data.-- The pattern of mediocrity per-
sisted in college, where he earned one B, two C's, and two 
I?'s in his first semester, with a warning that his work must 
improve be~ore he would be placed in good standing. 
5· .Henry 
Henry was the· only child of a clothing manufacturer, 
American-born as was his wife. The father, tall and well-
built, in his contacts with the school appeared to be an 
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unusually intense and authoritarian person. 
Elementary-school data.-- Henry entered the fourth 
grade of a local elementary school at about the mid-point 
of the year, when his family moved from a nearby city of 
exceptionally good schools. Physical examinations showed 
him to be in excellent general health throughout the 9 year 
he remained in the school system. 
From the fourth grade through the eighth Henry's 
school achievement was rated as only ufair," with B's 
appearing rarely on his report card. His work was incom-
patible with his high mental a~ility, indicated by IQ's of 
133 and 136 in grades 4.and 5 and b¥ a median score at the 
'' 
73rd percentile in the tests of primary mental abilities. 
For that matter, his grades did not correspond with 
his scores on the annual achievement batteries, since he 
consistently appearedto be slightly more than a year ahead 
of norms. No indication of essential weakness in any of 
tb'B' fundamental subjects can be &raced from the test data. 
Clues to his ~eakness are apparent in his attendance 
record -- 120 days of absence in four years and five months 
-- and in his eighth~grade teacher's ratings of his personaJ 
- I 
traits -- slightly above ~verage in social poise and popula~F 
i ty, slightly b,elow in work habits, and average in all other 
traits listed. The principal commented that he possessed 
11!'1bility and ambition but failed to ase the first or give 
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evidence of ambition~ 11 As a matter of fact, he was 11 dis-
tinctly inert." 
Secondary-school data.-- Ninth-grade testing of Henry' j 
intelligence yielded an IQ,-·_of 138, and in the twelfth 
grade he obtained a Terman-McNemar IQ of 128. Neither his 
marks nor his College Board test scores, however, demon-
strated that he mastered the college preparatory courses he 
elected for four years. He averaged below the certificate 
level in three fourths of these courses, hauing especial 
difficulties with Latin and Spanish. With such grades 
Henry was ranked 328th among the 477 graduates. In the 
College Board tests he displayed his high verbal ability 
again by scoring at the 65th percentile, but his scores tn 
mathematical aptitude, English, social studies, and Spanish 
were all at or somewhat below the national norms. On a 
standardized chemistry test he also scored at approximately 
the national median. In at least one respect was an improvE-
ment observed: he was absent only one half as often in 
high school as previously. 
Henry's 1\:listinctly inerttt personality was not signi-
ficantly modified by adolescence. He possessed athletic. 
ability, to be sure, and played on the junior varsity tennif 
and baseball teams, but made little other impress on the 
school. In his contacts with sc~ool personnel he talked 
and acted with extreme lethargy; \Yas over-dependent and 
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6. John 
John was the oldest of the three children.of a land-
scape architect graduated from an outstanding technolmgical 
institute. John and his sister Susan, five years younger, 
were highly intelligent=- a fact substantiated by his IQ's 
of 130, 137, and 137 and her IQ's of 111, 123, and 131. 
Both, moreover, scored at least two y~ ars higher than norms 
on achievement tests. 
Where John'~ academic record was poor, however, Susan's 
has been acceptable, at least in her two years of high-
school study up to· the present time. Susan has been a 11very 
nervous, high-strungll girl, has succeeded in most courses 
with almost nmoutside preparation, and has already had very 
unusual success as a pianist. Sl:le is the only one of the 
three to be rated high in academic drive. 
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The other child, a girl one year younger than Susan, 
has IQ.'s of 103, 106, and liO. She is described as "timid, 
living in the shadow of a brighter sister,rr so that she 
11doe s n' t capitalize on be r ability. n Like Sus an she has 
been rated emotionally unstable in the elementary school. 
Elementary-school data.-- John entered the local 
schools at tne second-grade level when the first quarter 
was nearly over. The physician detected rales in the lungs 
during the examination that fall and for six years noted 
only fair posture and nutition. John wore glasses from the 
third grade on and at times appeared to have borderline 
hearing ability. He experienced four of the common child-
hood diseases. His attendance record was fair. 
The scholastic record was satisfactory from the second 
through the sixth grade with two minor exceptions. The 
downward trend commenced in seventh-grade social studies, 
in which his achievement was entirely unsatisfactory, and 
extended to all his work in the eighth grade~ 
High-school data.-- Throughout high school, despite 
some high scores in achievement tests, John was continually 
achieving at borderline level except in biology and physics. 
In six of the sixteen college pre :ps.ra tory courses he elected 
he was actually failing at some point, although he received 
no end-of-year failing grades. He ranked in the lowest 
quintile of his class, 392nd among 471 graduates. His one-
year membership in the radio club was his only extracurri-
cular activity, but he spent some of his leisure time 
working in a bicycle-repair shop. 
John was rated in the below-average category in 
respecit to attention, work habits, and purposefulness, 
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average in leadership, and slightly above average in the 
other personal traits. One instructor described him as 
"generous, warm-hearted, pleasant, and impulsive, tt but 
there is surprisingly little else in recognition of his 
ability or his failure to use it. 
Post-secondary data.-- After high school graduation 
Jlohn entered a local college where the admission standards 
are not rigid. 
7. Mark 
Mark was one of the two sons of a Russian-born jeweler 
his mother was Aroorican-born. When the family moved into 
Brookline from a nearby city, Mark entered the seventh 
grade and his six-year older brother entered the senior 
year of high school. The latter's case is interesting 
because despite a twelfth-grade IQ of 195 his grades that 
year were ;Q' s in three of his four courses and his class 
rank was in the lowest possible percentile. Since in his 
previous high school he had earned a B-average for three 
years, it appears that it was difficult to adjust to the 
new situations. He compensated somewhat by winning first 
prize in the annual public speaking contest against strong,:,: 
competition. 
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Mark had been accelerated in a previous school and 
was a year younger than his classmates. Mark's accelera-
tion appeared to bave been unwise inasmuch as physically 
and emotionally he was markedly less matue than his class-
mates. At the time of his graduation from high school, for 
example, he was only 64 inches tall and weighed only 115 
pounds, although his medical record shows that his health 
was good. 
Elementary-school data.-- Mark was very superior by 
Kuhlmann-~derson Test criteria. His IQ's in ~ades 7 and 
9 were 137 and·l36. His scores on the Chicago Tests pointe 
to real weakness in the verbal and spatial factors of intelj 
ligence, and the annual achievemant tests underlined the 
verbal weakness and indicated also a reading disability. 
Except in spelling he appeared to be either at the median 
point or slightly below. 
There was no doubt of Mark's maladjustment from the 
year of his entry into the local elementary school. His 
grades were a succession of C's and D's and his ~ttitude 
was usually fair, sometimes poor. In the four traits per-
taining to stability and drive the elementary-school 
teachers assigned him low-average ratings. Socially he 
was rated slightly above average; in appearance, confidence 
and citizens hip :,·he"-~a:-~r}at,..e.a .:fairly high. 
High-school data.-- In high school Mark achieved at 
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certificate level in only two courses, chemistry and geo-
graphy. College Board achievement tests revealed how 
poorly Mark had mastered his college preparatory courses. 
His English test score was at the 50th percentile, the 
Spanish score below the 25th, and social studies below the 
lOth percentile. 
Mark was extroverted and socially inclined. He 
gained the acceptance of his classmates despite his imma-
turity by means of his friendly, out-going behavior and 
interest in athletics. He was elected treasurer and secre-
tary of his homeroom for three years in high school. He 
was manager of the junior varsity basketball team in his 
first two years and scorekeeper for the varsity team in the 
next year. 
The faculty found Mark 11unfailingly well-mannered and 
pleasant to deal withtt and rated him rather higher in most 
traits than might be expected from his academic record. 
Most of the ra tinge on the ten-point scale appeared to con-
centrate at 6, I, and§., with occasional ratings at 4 and 5.· 
Post-secondary data.-- Because Mark ranked only 292nd 
among 422 graduates and was immature, his parents decided. 
to enroll him in anlbdependent school for another year of 
college preparatory study. At the end of that year he 
entered college. 
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8. Oscar 
Oscar, the only child of a wholesale liquor salesman, 
was in local schools from kindergarten through high school. 
Notations of minor illnesses and defects appear on his 
health record; small tonsils and adenoids, slight nutri-
tional lack, imperfect posture, flat feet, and a visual 
handicap correctible with glasses. He did not lose many 
day-s fran school. 
Oscar's successive scores in mental testing were IQ's 
of 118, 118, and 134. His median percentile score on the 
Chicago Tests was 50, on Iowa Reading Tests 85. 
Elementary-school data.-~ Throughout the elementary 
school Oscar tested at least a year ahead of norms on the 
Metvopolitan Achievement Tests and usually as much as two 
years. His arithmetic scores were not as high as his 
general average but were nevertheles-s a few months advanced. 
The report of classroom achievement and attitudes con-
tained only !' s and B' s until tbe fifth grade, when Occa-
sional Q' s war-e recorded in aritbmet ic and history. For th 
next 3 years .Q's were in the majority and D's appeared from 
time to time in aritbmetic, language, history and geography. 
In the last year of elementary school his attitude mark was 
gin all subjects. His one success was in public speaking, 
which he enjoyed despite the fact that he was a ufairly 
quiet 11 boy and "not too well adjusted socially. 11 
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Oscar• s ratings on the ten-point scale ranged from 2. 
to~' the lowest being in purposefulness, work habits, and 
leadership, and the highest in emotional stability, 
appearance, and popularity. The other four ratings were 
average. 
Although Oscar's parents were "cooperative" and Oscar 
himself wan ted to do well in school, he u could not make 
himself pay the price." Pressure was apparently exerted by 
the school: "Has been told he must do better to achieve his 
goal. 11 
High-school data.-- 0soar's high-school work was 
disappointing from the first·. The only certificate grades 
·he earned were in second-year English and plane geometry. 
For the last two years of high school he bad to carry an 
extra ccurse because he had failed intermediate algebra and 
chemistry. One balf of his final grades were Q1 s, one 
quarter were Q's. His class rank, 346th among 422, placed, 
him in the bottom quintile. 
Despite this dismal record of classroom achievement 
Oscar's Cell ege Board test results are noteworthy.. His 
approximate perc.entile scores in the verbal and rna thema ti-
cal sections and English test were 79, 86, and 97 respec-
tively. 
Although Oscar was 11quiet, 11 he was not seclusive. He 
had no interest in school clubs but he was on the swimming 
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team and track team and was active in the Boy Scouts. He 
enjoyed music and played the piano. 
As in the. elementary school Oscar was pressed by the 
faculty because of his poor wrk. In grade 10, for example, 
the headmaster conferred with Oscar and his father, "gave 
detailed suggestions as to various pr~~edures for improve-
ment" and 11 emphasized the need of J2. marks • 11 Although at 
the end of the conference Oscar "now' fully understood what 
he must do, tt his subsequent record speaks for itself. 
Oscar was well approved by his teachers, one of whom 
even went so far as to state, "He pays strict attention to 
business, performs to the best of his ability, and is con-
scientious in carrying out the work as signed to him. 11 This 
same teacher had marked Oscar's work only 11fair 11 in the pre-
vious year. 
Post-secondary data.-- Oscar was admitted to a tradi-
tional small college for men. Except in hygiene every one 
of his first-semester grades was D, and in the second semes-
ter, he failed in mathematics, maintained his Q average in 
two courses, and managed C's in two English courses. 
9 .. Paul 
Both of Paul's parents were immigrants from Russia and 
were considerably older than the parents of most of Paul's 
classmates. The father was a successful wholesale grocer. 
A sister fifteen years older than Paul still resided 
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with the parents and appears to have joined with the parent 
in exerting on Paul unusual pressure to succeed in school. 
Paul had also a brother of about the same age as his sister 
but he had left the family unit several years earlier. 
Neither sibling had attended the local schools, but it is 
known that the sister had gained admission to an: out-
standing college for women despite 1nferior secondary-schoo 
achievement. 
Paul had an trillness 11 of an unexplained nature through-
out the fall of his eighth year in school., ~e really signij 
ficant defects, however, in terms of their effects upon his 
self~este~m and general adjustment, were his short stature, 
a 11 squeaky voice, 11 and very noticeable strabismus, for 
which he wore eyeglasses. 
Elementar.y...,.scho.ol data .. ...- Paul's IQ 1 s of 113, 120, and 
Terman-McNemar IQ. of 142 did not adequately reveal his 
ability inasmuch as he was at times upset to the point of 
near-psychosis. Other test results also demonstrated 
scholastic achievement about 2 years above norms in reading, 
vocabulary, and English, but only a few months above in 
arithmetic and spelling. 
Paul's attendance and attitude marks f'rom kindergarten 
through the eighth grade reflected his maladjustment. In 
grades l through 8 Paul was absent for a surprising total of 
344 days, an average of 43 days per year. 
Paul's grades did not sink below the ~level until he 
reached the f,ourth grade. For the next 3 years his grades 
included more C's than B's, especially in arithmetic and 
language. At that time it was observed that he was "adult 
in reading comprehension and conversation but immature in 
work habits. 11 
For reasons not recorded Paul displayed "a remarkable 
improvement in attitude" in grade 7 and his grades rose 
quite generally to a high level. No grades were recorded 
during the first quarter of the next year because of 
extended absence, and when he did return to school,he was 
11upset emotionally," became "boisterous,H and exhibited a 
"distorted sense of humor .u It was the principal's opinion 
that he suffered from 11both real and fancied ills." His 
final marks that year were poor. 
High-school data.-- Paul was placed in very competitiv 
11 honort1 classes in English throughout his high-school yearsJ 
His grades in those courses were generally C's or Drs as in 
his other courses except ancient history and physics. 
His interest in archaeology as a career led him to 
read widely in ancient history, so that he was often able 
to supply information not possessed by the instructor. ~ro 
years later this instructor had the following. impression 
still in mind: 
HHe has·more original ideas in a week than most 
boys of his age have in the course of a year. He 
makes a real effort to get at the meaning of facts 
and to see relations~ips which have not previously 
been suggested. In short, he tries to do some rea-
soning of his own. The results are not always good 
but he has submitted to me some the best work which 
I have ever received from a student. 11 
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Paul was in conflict with his father, described by one 
teacher as a 11 high-pressure businessman who thinks this 
matter of affection is overdone. 11 This conflict was re-
fleeted in Paul's attempts to resist authority in the 
school and helps explain his If poor control of temper. 11 He 
learned to suppress his aggressive feelings against teacher 
during his adolescence, but he continually employed his 
11 keen wi t 11 to release his hostility in a socially acceptablE. 
manner and to win the admiration of his classmates. 
One speculates whether Paul's low grades were influ-
ence~ by teachers' desires to penalize him for eccentric 
behavior. At any rate, his grades were so low as to rank 
him 4llth among 489-- in the bottom sixth of the class. 
During adolescence Paul matured physically to an 
unusual extent. He was slightly over six feet tall by 
graduation, weighed about 170 poUnds~ and by strenuous 
exertion in cross-country, track, and hiking put himself in 
good condition. Unfortunately his cross-eyed condition 
could not be improved and his voice was still unpleasantly 
harsh. His deep feelings of inferiority were still deep-
seated, and at graduation he was depressed by the convictior 
that he had been voted secretly 11 the class queer. 11 
Post-secondary data.~- Paul was admitted to a western 
university but decided to accept a sales position. He had 
unusual success in his first few months on the job, was 
tremendously encouraged by the company's recognition of his 
work, and enrolled in evening courses in a college of engi-
neering. 
10 •. Robert 
The only one of the three sons of a building superin-
tendent to complete his high~school education was the 
youngest and brightest, Robert. The pertinent facts about 
the two older boys are that they had limited academic 
ability, as shown by ninth-grade IQ's of 103 and 108, were 
occasionally truant, failed or nearly ·failed in the majorit 
of their secondary-school courses, and left school immedi-
ately at the age of sixteen to take wartime jobs. 
There was another sibling, a girl one year younger 
than Robert. Her high ~ental ability (IQ 1 s of 124 and 125) 
enabled her to do fair w.o~k in commercial courses despite 
poor health and uinertia. 11 She ranked near the top third 
of her class, was popular among students, and was described 
as an "asset to the school.u 
Robert was in better health than his sister and main-
tained a record of good attendance, although he had measles 
mumps, whooping cough, and diphtheria. 
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Elementary-school data.-- Robert's three IQ's over a 
period of years were 105, 125, and 133. Scores in other 
objective tests make it plain that he was strong in the 
tool subjects -- about li or 2 years abave norms throughout 
the elementary-school years. 
Robert's grades matched his test scores for the first 
five years of his education, but C grades began to appear 
in arithmetic and language in the next year •. In grades 7 
and 8 Q grades and unsatisfactory att.i tude marks predomi:na:t:a: 
On the ten-point rating scale he was assigned only 4 in 
work habits and purposefulness and 2 in attention, but was 
rated at the high end of the scale in popularity. 
High-school data.-- Robell3t 's r'adul t manneru in the 
ninth grade was misleading, for he achieved the lowest pos-
sible passing score in every one of his courses, although 
two of them, mechanical drawing and electrical shopwork werE 
not very demanding. Since he had wanted to become a drafts-
man, biB ,,poor work in the latter courses is especially note-
worthy. 
His grades in the college preparatory curriculum in the 
next three years were usually somewhat higher, but only in 
advanced mechanical drawing and geometry was he certified, 
and his final rank was 386th in the class of 422. He was 
more interested in his part-time work in a pharmacy and a 
grocery store than in academic or extracurricular success. 
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Robert apparently made a good initial impression on 
some people because of his well-dressed appearance, "agree-
able, quiet-spoken manners,lf and apparent maturity, but 
most of the teachers who knew him well rated him average or 
be1;ow in every respect but popularity. Two teachers re:pcrtai 
that he performed a minimum amount of work. 
Post-secondary data.-~ After graduation Robert obtaine 
a full-time job as stock clerk in a large grocery chain. 
11. Samuel 
Samuel was the first of the two bright sons of a 
wholesale distributor. Although both parents, natives of 
large American cities, appreciated cultural opportunities 
and were ambitious for their sons, the boys had exceptional 
poor records. The younger son with IQ 131 and high achieve 
ment test scores, in 3 years of high school up to the 
present, has earned only a C and D average. 
Elementary-school data.-- When Samuel entered one of 
the fifth-grade classes in the local schools, his scholasti 
prospects were bright. His IQ was 133 and his achievement 
test scores were a year in advance of the norms. His healt 
was good -- and remained so. The fifth-grade marks were al 
good, though he was not attentive and did not work at capa-
city. 
Samuel's report cards for the next 3 years carried C 
and D grades and poor attitude marks, especially in arith-
metic and history. His attention wandered and he was not 
consistent in his school work. One teacher piquantly 
characterized him as 11 playful and fresh~" and the consensu 
was that he was unstable and 11nervous,n albeit "very 
bright.H When rating him, thew judged him supernormal in 
appearance and assurance. 
His low achievement appears the more remarkabl.e in th 
light of his 11 earnestness. 11 Curiously at this time and 
later, when he was leaving high school, it was observed 
that he was ambitious., 11 sincerely interested in the profes-
sions,H and "sincerely desirous of success.u 
High-school data.-- Ninth-grade testing yielded an IQ 
of 130. Possibly because his ambition was to become a 
chemist, Samuel earned A's in ninth-grade mathematics and 
general science, but the early pattern of mediocrity con-
tinued in English and French. In the last 3 years of 
secondary school his only certificate grades were in alge-
bra, geometry, and chemistry, and his final rank was 292nd 
a_, 
in a class of 422. He wasAmember of very few extracurricul r 
organizations and was not considered high in populariDy or 
leadership. 
Instructors ranked him above average in appearance, 
social poise and confidence but concurred with the earlier 
estimates of his instability and inattentiveness. His 
assurance and courtesy irritated some of his instructors; 
he was ''too self-confident~ u Even- the instructor who com-
mented warmly on his ttearnestness, integrity and promise," 
conceded that Samuel was 11 still decidedly immature." 
.An attempt to discover fu;n:damental academi·c weaknesses 
through administration of group_, :tests merely confirmed 
earlier test results. His language IQ was 129, non-languag 
1 th C if i Sh t F T t d ~4 • - d I 1 9 on e_ al orn a or - orm es , an reaLU.ng an ·: voca,-
ulary test scores in the top decile by secondary school 
standards~ In College Board tests he reached the top 
decile in verbal ability and well above the median in 
English, social studies, and chemistw~ 
Post-secondary data.-- Samuel performed well enough in 
entrance and placement examinations of an outstanding 
college of general education to be admitted and excused 
from some courses in_English, humanities, mathematics, and 
social science. All of his college grades in the freshman 
year, however, were C1 s. 
12. Walter 
Walter transferred to a local eighth-grade class from 
another school system. Both parents had been born in this 
country. 
\-tU.t.er 1 ~ school record is in interesting contrast to tha 
of hla·only sibling, Benjamin, three years younger. The 
latter, a withdrawn and somewhat effeminate boy whose test 
record was strong but well below that of Walter, neverthe-
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less ranked in the top sixth of his high-school class. 
Both boys were nearly six feet tall and quite slender. 
Health records of both boys included notations regarding 
poor nutrition, posture, round shoulders, and flat feet. 
Serious illness and absenteeism did not appear in their 
records. 
Elementary-school data.-- At the completion of Walter' 
first year of school, his te~chers rated ~s scholarship fa~r 
to good, regarded his. attitude satisfactory in all classes 
except geography, and termed him 11 very willing and likable. 
He. had 11 done well in meeting his new environment. 11 On the 
ten-point personality scale he was rated average in poise 
and popularity, very high in stability and citizenship, and 
high in other traits. These ratings were far higher than 
the eighth-grade ratings of his more school-minded brother. 
Secondary-school data.-- Walter had an eighth-grade 
IQ of 120, a ninth-grade IQ of 130, and a twelfth-grade 
Terman-McNemar I'Q of 134, but his grades in traditional 
high-school courses were generally at a low level. He did 
not earn satisfactory grades in any courses except in three 
of his four scientific courses, plane geometry, and businese 
law. His rank was 328th in a class numbering 477 students. 
In Walter's second.year of high school his father died 
and Walter obtained employment as a clerk in a pharmacy. 
His school work did not noticeably deteriorate from then on. 
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He took little part in school activities. 
High-school instructors' ratings indicated their 
belief that he had given less attention to school work in 
high school but had not altered his behavior significantly 
in lbther ways. He was still extroverted, 11 affable, 11 and 
apparently more popular than his brother. 
Post-secondary data.-- Walter obtained emplO{Y"ment afte 
graduation from the High School. 
13. Agnes 
Agnes was the second child of a moderately well-to-do 
textile chemist, a vigorous and ambitious man whose wife 
was afflicted with severe and increasing paralysis. 
A boy one year older, her only sibling, preceded her 
through the town's school system. With ninth-grade IQ of 
128 and unusual talent in creative writing ne achieved con-
siderably below a high level, earned fair and low-passing 
grades in over half his courses, and was finally ranked 
somewhat below the class median. His grades at a small 
traditional men's college were like his high-school grades. 
Agnes had measles and mumps in childhood, and medical 
examination detected· slight nutritional deficiency, poor 
posture and round shoulders, for which corrective diet and 
exercises were prescribed, and moderately poor vi~ion, for 
which she continually wore glasses after the second grade. 
There appears to be no good reason why Agnes should have 
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m.issed over 200 days of school in 12 years. 
Elementary-school data.-- Agnes' second-grade IQ was 
113, the two later ones were both 140. Her school progress 
in terms of objective testing, remained ahead of norms 
throughout the elementary-school period, but the progress w s 
not uniform from year to year or from subject to subject. 
By gf.ade 8 she appeared to be a few months advanced in 
reading and vocabulary, a y~ar in arithmetic, and 1} years 
in English, but only average in spelling. In the eighth-
grade test in reading she scored nearly in the top decile. 
For 4 years Agnes was an. 11 all-A11 student, then for 2 
years a B and C student of only fair and occasionally poor 
attitudes. Her work and attitudes improved for the last 
2 years of elementary school, but the eighth-grade teacher 
had conflicting feelings about Agnes. Although sl;l.e rated 
Agnes outstanding in appearance, high in social poise, and 
high average in the majority of traits, she judged her very 
inferior in emotional stability and attention. 
High-school data.-- There were only occasional bright 
spots in Agnes' secondary~school preparatio~for college, 
.. 
but under considerable parental pressure she even earned 
A in chemistry and American history in her final year. Witt 
approximately tbree\quarters of her grades in the poor or 
fair category she was ranked 367th in her class of 477. 
An out-going person, Agnes'threw herself into the extra-
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curricular activities, was active in sports, assisted some 
instructors in various ways, and was in general a 11 joiner11 
but not a leader. 
Instructors rated Agnes fairly high in appearance and 
poise, disagreed remarkably regarding her degree of self-
assurance, estimated her attention to be low and her pur-
posefulness and work habits but little higher. Ratings on 
other traits were at the average point. Since Agnes often 
day-dreamed and asked i~structors to repeat questions 
directed to her, teachers recorded such comments as, 
11 Immature; can't concentrate on one thing at a time.u One 
teacher, obviously not aware of Agnes' test results, even 
added, "Doesn't reali~e _l:]..er lack o:f ability. 11 Agnes at 
least appeared to another to be 11 alert and eager to succeed 
In the last year of school, family concern over Agnes 
a 
led to further testing-in the school and reliable agency. 
1\ 
IQ t s of 120, 122, and 128 were obtained on three well-known 
tests, and a top-quartile score on the Nelson-Denny Reading 
Test, but fourth-quartile scores in tests of mechanical and 
clerical ability. The agency diagnosed the difficulty in 
terms of the father's concern over his son's future, which 
in no small degree was directed toward her as well. ucon-
cern over the home situation and the problem of self-accept-
ance" blocked Agnes, but there was "needless concern about 
her.u 
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Post-secondary data.-- Agnes was admitted to a small 
but accredited-southern college, where she succeeded well 
enough to win transfer to a state university in the North. 
14. Edith 
Edith, an accountantts daughter~ spent 12 years in the 
local schools; her brother, born 5 years later, rema~ned 
until the tenth grade, when his parents moved to another 
community. 
Elementary-school data.-- Edith was not quite as capa-
ble as her brother. Her IQ's were 115, 114, and 134; his 
were 110, 130, and 145. His reading scores were generally 
a year and a half above norms, but Edith was only average 
in reading and vocabulary ability by test standards. The 
difference in test scores would not account for the differ-
ence between her unsatisfactory high-school achievement and 
his ~ average, however. She had the advantage of being 
considerably more stable and popular, if the ratings were 
valid indicators of their ·personalities. 
Edith's health record reveals nothing more serious tha 
occasional attacks of hay fever, and her attendance was goo • 
Edith's scholastic attainment did not decline from the 
satisfactory level until she reached the seventh grade, whe 
she no longer received !'s and exceTient attitude marks but 
averaged B and began to earn some Q's. In the eighth grade 
her average went down to C except in arithmetic. 
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High-school data.~- In the High.School Edith started 
with only fair grades and changed neither for the better or 
worse. She had a definite goal -- to become expert in food 
management through college study, but she did not appear 
motivated in either the college prepar$tory courses or her 
two electives in home-making. She was ranked only 358th 
among the 471 graduates that year. 
Edith was one of the student assistants in the school 
library and retained membership in three clubs, but she was 
not a leader and was even judged 11 shy and retiring." Rater 
marked her very high in appearance,_fairly high in stabilit , 
poise, and popularity, low in leadership and average in the 
other five traits. 
Post-secondary data.-- Despite her mediocre record, 
Edith was admitted to a state teachers college to specializ 
·in houEehold arts. In the first semester one of her six 
grades was C-plus, four were Q-minus, and the sixth was E. 
The pattern of low achievement a~pears to be very well 
established. 
15. Ida 
Ida and her brother, both under-achievers, were the 
children of a rather well-to-do wholesale distributor. 
Elementary-school data.-~ Ida's brother, 2 years 
younger than she was, was not as capable by test standards 
as she was. His IQ r s were 120 in grade 5 and again 120 in 
. , .. 
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grade 9; hers were 127, 129, and 131 in grades 2, 5, and 9. 
His median percentile on the Chicago Tests was 48, hers 95; 
and there was a similar difference in their test scores in 
reading and general achievement. Nevertheless he should 
have received better grades than he did, namely failing or 
low-passing in half his courses. At. the end of tb,e tenth 
grade his parents transferred him to an independent school. 
Ida had the usual diseases of childhood, was generally 
in good health, averaged 22 days of absence per year in 
elementary school and 10 days per year thereafter. 
Li~e several other under-achievers Ida did entirely 
satisfactory schoolwork through grade 6, then first showed 
signs of poor work in grade 7, when her ~'s became B's and 
her final grade in geography was D. In the next year her 
teachers evaluated her work at the same level and began to 
criticize her attitudes • 
Ida was judged very high in work habit~, popularity, 
leadership and citizenship, and higb. in at.-tention, purpose-
fulness , and poise, but average in Self-confidence and low 
in emotional stability. :S:er instability was demonstrated 
by 11 violent temper, 11 which her 11 cooperative parents failed 
to control." 
High-school data.-- Ida h9-d 11no definite plans 11 but 
selected entirely academic courses, in all of whi.ch she had 
real success for a year and earned certificate grades. In 
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grade 10 she maintained high grades in two language courses 
but slipped to a C in algebra and somewhat lower in English 
In the last 2 years of school she earned certificate grades 
only in plane geometry and fourth-year English. Her work 
in French and ~hemistry was especially inferior. She 
ranked only 296th in a class of 422. She was friendly and 
fairly popular but engaged in relatively few extracurri-
cular activities. 
Test results afford no clear-cut explanation of her 
low attainment. Her verbal scores on the Chicago Tests· 
(57th percentile) and the College Board's aptitude test 
(38th percentile) were much lower than her other score~ but 
would not entirely explain the difficulty. 
One instructor believed that u she seemed to lack ade-
quate incentive 1r and had "not exerted herself enough .. 11 For 
at least 5 years it had been evident that her "apparent 
indifferenceu was associated with the fact that she had 11no 
Particular career in mind.tt 
Most of Ida's raters in the High School gave her 
fairly high ratings in all traits although two instructors 
rated her average in work habits. N"o mention of instabili t' 
or displays of temper appeared in the High School's records] 
On the contrary, she was described as ttmild in manner.u 
Post-secondary data.-'"' Ida's application for admission 
to four colleges offering quite unrelated fields of special 
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ization was an evidence of her lack of objective. Rejected 
by all of them, she entered a junior college offering 
several terminal programs. 
16. Janis 
Janis was the last of three girls born at six-year 
intervals to Boston-born parents. Since her father, a shoe 
merchant, di@d when Janis was in the sixth grade, her 
mother obtained employment as a saleswoman. 
The eldest girl, despite an eighth-grade IQ of 138, ha• 
been ranked just below the mid-point of her high-school 
class. The second daughter, however, with IQ 126, had 
ranked in the top seventh of her class, won the top prizes 
in dramatics, public speaking, and music was considered 
"one of our more versatile and talented girls, u and attendee 
one of the most demanding women's colleges. 
Elementary-school data~-~ Janis repeated the kinder-
garten year because of illness, appeared somewhat mal-
nourished for 5 years, and was absent over 300 days in her 
twelve years at public school. 
Although early IQ's of 114 and 113 and a 45th per-
centile score on the Chicago Tests did not indicate as 
high ability as later tests, her elementary teachers spoke 
of her ukeen intellect.'' Until the fourth grade, the year 
of her father's death, Janis was cooperative and achieved 
reasonably well, though not at expected level. Grade 4 
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was the crucial year. Her marks were so low that year 
that she was promoted on trial, and. ror rour years Janis, 
uninterested and inattentive, had to be "rorced to work. 11 
Almost all her marks ror attitude and grades were rair or 
poor. Teachers saw her ngood potentiality," and praised her 
because she was t1dynamic and vivacious, a natural leader 
with assurance and sense or humor, 11 but were irrita;ted by 
her ncoy, sophisticated, superior manner.'' It was agreed 
that she did not concentrate and had no determination to 
succeed. 
Only in the eighth grade was the teacher able to 
motivate Janis to satisractory adjustment in the classroom, 
but annual achievement tests showed that Janis rem.ained 
about 2 years ahead or norms in reading and vocabulary and 
a few months ahead in English and spelling, though average 
in arithmetic. 
High-school data.-- Excapt in French Janis 1 nint~and 
tenth-grade college preparatory record was satisfactory, 
over one half of her marks being at certificate level. 
This record of academic success, now continued three years, 
was followed by two terminal years of C and Q grades, and 
her class rank was 333rd among 439 seniors. Poor grades in 
mathematics might be understood in view of her 13th per.-
centile score in the College Board's mathematical aptitude 
test, but her verbal score at the 77th percentile indicated 
oo 
far greater ability than she used. 
Janis was not deeply involved in school activities 
despite membership in eight clubs, but like her sisters she 
enjoyed music, sang with choral groups, and studied both 
piano and violin. Her father's death did not necessitate 
part-time work or restrictions of music lessons •. 
As she had been rated in grade 8, Janis was again 
rated in grade 11 -- low in attention and emotional stabi-
lity, slightly higher in other traits. 
Instructors found Janis imitative of her next oldest 
sister, a subscriber to The Daily Worker, and discovered 
that she repeated Communist policies in class discussions. 
Sometimes their first impressions were favorable but later 
became antagonistic. One teacher who had Vfritten anr·. open 
letter stating that she had Hproved her ability to stand 
upon her feet and express herself clearly and cogently, 11 
later deleted this statement and added that he could not 
recommend her ufor courtesy, cooperation, and conside'ratior 
for others. 
Post-secondary data.-- Interested in social service 
occupations, Janis. applied for admission. to a teacher 1 s 
college, despite her lack of scholastic success, and was 
admitted. 
17. Marian 
Marian was the younger daughter of working parents --
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an English-porn father, employed in the circulation depart-
ment of a metropolitan newspaper, the m~ther working in her 
own interior-decorating shop. It is to be noted that 
,J .'" 
Marian's ~ister, 3 years older, nearly qualified for inclu-
sion in this study by ranking close to the bottom third of 
her high-school class despite a ninth-grade IQ of 137. 
Elementary-school data.-- Soon after her parents movea 
to Brookline from a nearby city, Marian entered a local 
kindergarten, from which shB continued through the town's 
elementary schools and the High School without acceleration 
or retardation. 
The school physician recorded in her health record 
nothing more serious than measles, whooping cough, and a 
fractured clavicae. It was apparently not poor health that 
was responsible for her losing an average of 15 days of 
school annually throughout elementary and secondary school. 
In the second grade, when her first IQ, 120, was 
recorded, she was beginning to make unusual progress in all 
subjects. Three years later, with an I'Q of 134, she was 
over 2 years ahead of national norms. Teachers were grati-
fied by her progress and fairly consistently rated her 
excellent in attitude and achievement. 
Marian's learning, by test standards, progressed at a 
high level, so that by completion of the eighth grade her 
total average was slightly over 2 years higher than the 
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norms. In the test of primary mental abilities given that 
year she tested at the 94th percantile. 
The sixth-grade teacher recognized a let-down, howevex, 
rated her attitude below excellent for the first time and 
at the end of the year assigned Marian her first C, along 
with the last A she ever obtained in the public schools. 
The best Marian could do for the next 2 years was a 
B and Q average~ Her seventh-grade teacher, who believed 
Marian was a "willing worker, 11 charged lllfarian' s 11 good-
hearteduparents with failure to motivate. And in the fol-
lowing year Marian, possibly adopting her parents' outlook 
.. --
on life, impressed her next teacher as "good-hearted, good-
natured, and, carefree," unresentful of criticism and unrnind-
ful of it. "Boy-crazy and anxious for social success," 
Marian was not especially concerned for academic success 
and she nleft things to the last minuteett 
When Marian was graduated, the principal rated her at 
or near average in 10 important personal traits and bluntly 
warned the High School, ttMarian does not achieve in relatior 
to her ability. Try to motivate her by utilizing her crea-
tive ability. 11 
Secondary-school data.-- With a ninth-grade IQ of 130, 
Marian limited herself to typical academic courses for 3 
years, although she had demonstrated artistic ta·lent and 
interest, was skillful in needlework, and was in~erested in 
the possibility of a career in interior decoration or 
journalism or other literary-persuasive occupations. 
In those 3 years she failed completely in elementary 
Spanish, r'epeated fj,.rst-year Latin because of low-passing 
grades, and barely managed to pass in almost half of her 
other other courses. 
In the senior year Marian modified her program to 
include courses in art, speech, and 11 social customs,tt 
managed to obtain a ~ and C average in that less-demanding 
combination, and was ranked 328th among the 477 graduates. 
By this time her achievement test scores were also 
inferior ~- at approxim~tely the 51st percentile in the 
College Board's English test, the 9th percentile in social 
studies, and within the second quartile in Latin. She had 
played almost no part in the school's extracurricular pro-
gram. 
Several high-school teachers were intensely critical 
of Marian, describing her as "immature, erratic, self-
centered, on the defensiv-e; interested in her personal 
appe_arC3;Ilce and in causing interest in herself, much too 
talkative, with a tendency to be on the defensive. 11 Most 
of her ratings by five teachers clustered at the average and 
low~average point, although there was agreement that she 
demonstrated fairly high social pomse. It is interesting 
to note that Marian's attractiveness and out-going behavior 
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were in sharp contrast with her older sister's obesity and 
Withdrawing mendencies. 
The only positive comments in the high~school record 
are a guidance counselor's statement that she was a "sweet 
and attractive person11 and Latin teacher's remark that the 
"pres sing need was to arouse her interests. 11 
Post~seconaary data.-- Throughout Marian's first year 
in tbe.ecretarial cu:rTiculum of a junior college about one 
half of .be r grades were good, one half fair, but the High 
Scp.ool was notified that she had "not adjusted too readily 
to college, although improved, quieter, and less aggressive u 
The college president later remarked that she had been 11 out 
of hand 11 and on,: the verge of expulsion. 
In the terminal year "too many outside interests" pre-
vented more than a slight scholastic improverrant but she 
had become rrmore a part of the group, n and If one was less 
conscious of her presence than last year."· 
18. Rhoda 
Rhoda's father, an immigrant fran Russia now. employed 
as a salesman, enrolled her in the sixth grade as soon as 
he took up residence in the town. She had been accelerated 
one year in her previous school because of her unusual 
ability. 
Her brother's record of under-achievement should be 
mentioned. Three years her junior but of even higher 
mental ability if his IQ's of 148 and 142 are taken as a 
criterion, he has now received a preponderance of C grades 
in three years or high-school education. In grades 7 and 8 
where he was termed ubright but erratic, 11 be earned some 
D's and E 1 s and his attitude marks were very low. 
Rhoda's health record is good. She was absent no more 
than the average stdent and suffered nothing more serious 
than the usual childhood diseases, one or two minor respira 
tory illnesses and a brief glandular infection. She wore 
eyeglasses from grade seven until she left high school. 
Elementary-school data.-- Rhoda's IQ's were 135 and 
1)0 in grades 6 and 9, and her Chicago Test scores were at 
the 7lst percentile. Her Metropolitan Achievement Test 
scores were at least a year higher than the norms, but from 
the very first it was discovered that she 11 didn't always 
wo:v:k up to capacity." 
Most of Rhoda•s grades were at the B level from grades 
6 through 9, but teachers stated tbat tb,is 11 record in attai -
ment does not parallel her ability. 11 Only the seventh-
grade teachers or literature and social studies marked her 
below the£ level in achievement or below 2 in attitude. 
On the rating scale Rhoda was marked a or 2 in all of the 
personal traits measured. 
High-school data.--Rhoda had a poor record in high .. 
school from the very beginning. Three of her grades in four 
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ninth-grade academic courses were D's. The only B's in the 
four-year record appeared in first-year French, 2 years of 
English literature and her 4 years of English composition. 
Her usual grade in mathematics was J4:1n other courses C. 
She ranked 292nd in a class of 422 gra dua tea. She was a 
member of the usual nurriber of high-school ore;g.nizations 
but held no positions of leadership. 
In light of the fact that Rhoda was a year younger 
than her classmates it is interesting to read that she 
"presented a good appearance, giving the impression of a 
girl much older." and that she was rated very high in this 
respect. In the traits that demonstrate incentive and 
social adjustment she was judged higher than average. Her 
stability, self-confidence, and poise were estimated to be 
high avefli'age. 
The primary impression made upon one of her teachers 
was one of 11purposeful attitude toward life, 11 11 quiet self-
confidence, 11 and 11 complete honesty and dependability. 11 
This judgment appears to have been based on the instructor'E 
unusually good relationship with her, for he described her 
as "conscientious. in preparation of her work and ari excel-
lent studen ty and he awarded ber the only certificate grade 
she earned outside her English class. 
Rhoda's scores in the College Board's examinations were 
exceptionally low in the light of most of her other test 
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scores. On the test of scholastic aptitude she reached 
approximately the lOth percentile in both verbal and mathe-
matical sections. Her English score was exactly at the 
median point, the French score in the next to lowest 
quartile, and social studies score at the 9th percentile. 
The only low test score on her previous record was a 40th 
percentile score on the Iowa Reading Tests. 
Post-secondary data.-- Rhoda was admitted to a ·small, 
demanding coeducational college of liberal arts, in which 
her first-semester grades were all incomplete or low-
passing except in English, in which she earned a B • 
. 19 • Summary 
The majority of these low achievers appear to have 
been identified, especially by the elementary-school 
teachers, as mentally superior and in some cases were even 
described as keen intellects or profound thinkers. Only 
rarely did a teacher make the mistake of ascribing the low 
achievement of a gifted pupil to lack of mental ability. 
Teachers identified only two of these eighteen student 
as openly hostile to the school and giving vent to feelings 
More. often than not the children appeared to be "agreeable,' 
"pleasant," "friendly," 11 affable, 11 11 easy-going, 11 and 11well-
mannered.rr It is somewhat surprising to find that teachers 
in several instances approved of the pupils' generalized 
attitude toward educational and vocational success and 
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described them as "ambitious, 11 t'earnest, 11 11 eager to succeed, ' 
11 anxious to do what is expected, 11 and ''interested in the 
professions." In a few cases teachers were impressed by the 
pupils' mature reading habits and adult manner and conversa-
tion. 
Despite this apparently favorable orientation, these 
punils were repeatedly described in such terms as "inert, 11 
11 disorganized, 11 "lacking incentive," 11 day-dre~ming, 11 "inat-
tentive," 11unable to concentrate, 11 and uprocrastinating. 11 
One receives the impression that most of these boys and 
girls wanted to succeed but were unable to make themselves 
11 pay the price. 1' 
It appears that teachers are not so flattering to 
these students when filling out rating scales as when writ-
ing short-sentence appraisals. It also appears that over a 
period of three years teachers were substantially in agree-
ment in rating the pupils but disagree with one another to 
some extent in free-written appraisals. 
An attempt to classify these students in terms of 
extroversion and introversion on the basis of teachers' 
appraisals, an interesting but obviously not very reliable 
experiment, showed eight to be out-going and socia~e, eight 
others of doubtful classification, and only two withdrawn or 
shy. 
At least four of these students appeared to have over-

CHAPTER IV 
CASE HISTORIES OF THE HIGH ACHIEVERS 
About one fourth of the gifted pupils in the High 
School have had recDrds not unlike those of the group 
described in the last chapter. The other three fourths, ~ 
ever, make fairly good use of their talents. The upper 
limit of achievement among the latter group is exemplified 
below by the case studies of Arthur and Alice, and the 
lower limit by the records of Hugh and Joan. 
One of the baffling problems in education.is to iden-
tify these talented children early, to recognize that they 
have the potentialities of the young people described here 
and to help them all to develop their talents. 
1. Arthur 
Arthur, an only child, was a salesman's son. His 
record during every one of his 12 years in the Brookline 
schools was at an extremely high level. 
Arthur was in good health for the most part, although 
in his first few years in school the physician entered only 
11 fairtt for nutrition and posture. By the time he was gradu-
ated from high school, he was about 5 feet, 10 inches tall 
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and weighed 140 pounds.. He wore glasees continually after 
the third grade. 
Arthur's KUhlmann-Anderson IQ's were 133, 147, and 144, 
and an eleventh-grade Terman~McNemar IQ was 150-plus. His 
median percentile score on the Chicago Tests was 78. In 
grade 12 his percentile scores on the College Board's 
Scholastic Aptitude Test were 98 in the verbal section and 
99.7 in the mathematical section, and in grade 11 on the 
Spatial Relations Test the percentile score was 92. He 
tested about 2 grades above average on the Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests. 
Elementary-school data.-- Arthur's grades throughout 
elementary school were all Ats and his attitude marks were 
all excellent. On the personality scale he was rated the 
maximum number of points in seven traits. The other three 
ratings were in leadership, poise, and popularity, in which 
the ratings were respectively 2~. §and I· Teachers' com-
ments were brief but pointed: u.e:xemplary; 11 "Will be heard 
from later;" and 11 Has excellent personality and wise parents 
One teacher was not in agreement with the last comment and 
laconically noted, "Pressure from parents.u 
High-school data.-- Arthur showed an absorbing interest 
in science and throughout the next four years was undecided 
regarding a choice between medicine and science as a career. 
In high school he studied 4 years of mathematics and 3 years 
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of science and elected extra courses to fill all his free 
periods. Even with this very heavy load he was certified 
in all courses and earned A's in all courses except inter-
mediate German, Americ~ history, and fourth-year English. 
He was ranked 11th among 489 graduates and voted by his 
classmates the "most brilliant in his class~ 11 
Arthur's College Board scores demonstrated his level 
of attainmen~. The percentile scores on the tests of 
"-
English, advanced mathematics and chemistry were respectiveq 
91, 99-7, and 99.4. 
Arthur's appointment as secretary-treasurer of the 
honorary society was an automatic consequence of his com-
piling an unusual number of points for scholarship and 
extracurricular activity. He was a member of eight organi-
zations at one time or another and for three years was mana-
ger of the hockey team. In his last year he was elected 
president of the student council, president of the chemistry 
club and secretary of the student forum. At home he and 
another student constructed working models· of complicated 
scientific apparatus. 
The high-school instructors rated Arthur in much the 
same way as his elementary-school teachers but judged him to 
be more popular. He was awarded the annual prize for the 
boy:. most outstanding in character and leadership. Some of 
his teachers observed that Arthur was quite unrelaxed, he 
T3' 
occasionally stuttered slightly, and his hands were tense 
and shaky. He was clearly exerting himself beyond wise 
limits. He himself realized this and began in his last year 
to find ways of relaxing. 
The director of the science department had known of 
''no boy in· the last few years who had all of Arthur's quali-
fications," and could "visualize Arthur progressing to his 
Doctor's degree-- and with that fine inquiring mind of his, 
together with his superior scientific atti·tude, becoming 
interested 'in pure research." 
Post-secondary data.-- Still uncertain about the 
choice between a medical career and a scientific one, Arthur 
entered an outstanding technological institute, where he 
could obtain a pre-medical background. In the first 
semester he ranked in the first quintile with an 11 honor 11 
grade in chemistry, physics, and mathematics, a t1credit 11 
grade in English, and a 11passing 11 grade in drawing. 
2 •. Charles 
Charles was one of the two sons of a trucking company 
executive. Charles' brothe~, eleven years younger, has 
attended elementary school for only l year up to the present 
The only noteworthy entries in Charles' physical II 
records concern postural and nutritional defects from kinderj 
garten through the sixth grade. His average number of days 
absent was eleven days per year throughout twelve years of 
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attendance. 
Elementary-school data.-- Charles' Kuhlmann-Anderson' · 
IQ's were 129, 134~ and 143; his Terman-McNemar IQ in grade 
10 was 145. His median percentile score on the Chicago 
Tests was 96. His verbal score on the Coll~ge Board's 
aptitude test w~s at the 87th percentile, the mathematical 
score at the 92nd percentile. 
Charles' achievement level was at a very high level 
throughout his 12 years in school. An ! to ~ average in 
elementary school and an achievement-battery average about 
lt years above norms reveal no weaknesses in mastery of the 
fundamental tools of learning. Even on the rare occasions 
when a teacher might think he was an Herratic worker, bright 
but careless, 11 his attitude mark and grades were at the 
highest possible level. The general consensus was that the 
'quality of his work is consistently high. u. He was a 11 hard 
worker with well-developed work habits, 11 · 11 an unusually fine 
student and a good school citizen.tt In appearance Charles 
was rated 10 points, in popularitys8 points, and the other 
i? 
eight traits 9 paints. 
High-school data.-- Charles' rank in his high-school 
class was 29th among 439 graduates. His scores on the 
College Board's tests in English, so~ial studies, and French 
were respectively at the 88th percentile, the 95th percentil 
and the highest quartile. 
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Charles 1 most significant contribution to the activiti s 
program was his excellent work as editor of the handbook an 
as editor-in-chief of the yearbook. He. also held two or 
three minor positions and was member of six student clubs 
and committees. His scholarship and activity record wo~ 
\ 
him membership in the honorary society. In his religious 
affiliation he held a number of responsible positions, 
among them the presidency of the New England association of 
young people and the editorship of a religious school year-
book. 
On the five-point rat~ng scale Charles was rated 5 
points by most teachers for appearance and attention, 3 
points for self-confidence, and 4 points for the other 
traits. High-school instructors retained strong impressions 
of "consistency of work coupled with humanness of personali t ." 
Despite his good record he revealed lfno egotism. 11 
Post-secondary data.~- Charles was admitted to one of 
the oldest and best universities in the East. 
3. Ernest 
Ernest, a lawyer 1 s son, entered the sixth grade of a 
Brookline· school when his family moved in from Boston. His 
sister Sandra was in the seventh grade. 
Sandra was a girl 11 of unusually fine calibre and high 
ideals .•.• modest, ~ssuming, quiet •••• and thoroughly sin-
cere. 11 With a ninth-gra<i_e. IQ, of only. 116 and median per-
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centile of 62 in the Chicago Tests, she still ranked in the 
top fifth of her class and ahead of many whose mental test 
scores were considerably higher. 
Ernest was in good health, although the physician 
detected a slight systolic murmur when he entered the local 
schools. He averaged only 6 days of absence from school 
yearly. 
The two Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ's available are 134 and 1 
and the median percentile score on the Chicago Tests was 77. 
In grade 11 he scored on the College Board•s aptitude test 
at about the 92nd percentile in both verbal and mathematical 
ability. 
Elementary-school data.-- Ernest's achievement battery 
scores were all from a year to 2 years ahead of norms. The 
record of his classroom achievement fs:>r grades 6 through 8, 
however, was not at expected level. His general attitude 
was poor, and his work, especially in arithmetic and social. 
studies, was only fair, occasionally even poor. 
At the end of this period Ernest was ranked high only 
in ~onfidence and poise, and ~bove average only in purpose-
fulness and citizenship. On other traits he was rated about 
average. Teachers underlined the need for 11more effort.tt 
Secondary-school data.-- Apparently the High School 
sti;¢ulated Ernest somewhat more than the elementary school. 
He earned certificate grades, chiefly Bfs, in all his 
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academic courses exce.pt first-year English, the two-year 
course in French, and chemistry. An impression that he had 
"never taken life or himself too seriously," expressed by 
his music instructor, may have caused his instructors to 
under-rate his attainment. At any rate, his three scores 
in College Board achievement tests were all at or above the-
85th percentile, indicating attainment at the highest level. 
His rank was 72nd among 422 graduatese 
Ernest played the piano and trombone, was very depend-
able in the school band, and held part-time positions from 
time to time in retail stores, but he was not a leader and 
did not hold membership in many school organizations. He 
wa-s rated above average or superior in all of the traits on 
-
the rating scale. 
Post-secondary data.-- When his parents moved to the 
west coast after his graduation, Ernest enrolled in a s~ate 
university there. 
4. Guy 
Guy, the only child of an American auto parts salesman 
and his English wife, was born in London. \~en Guy was 7 
years old, the family moved to Bermuda, where he attended 
school for 3 years. The next place of residence was in the 
suburbs of our national capital, where Guy attended schools 
until he was well along in the sixth grade. He entered the 
local schools when his parents took up residence here in 
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March. 
, ·::Guy's physical examinations disclosed no defe~ts beyond 
imperfect posture, a round-shouldered condition, and flat 
feet. He averaged 18 days of absence a year in elementary 
school and 6 days in high school 
He had Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ's of 121 and 139 and a 
tenth-grade Terman-McNemar IQ of 143¥ His median score on 
' 
the .. Chicago Tests· was at the 59th percentile. !·1etropoli tan 
Achievement Test scores.averaged approximately 12 to 15 
months higher than norms. In the last year of high school 
his College Board verbal score was at the 83rd percentile 
and mathematical score at the 70th percentile. 
Elementary-school dat-a.--- By test criteria Guy was not 
as well advanced in the study of 11 language" as in other 
subjects, and he was unable to improve above the C level in 
that field in grades 7 and 8, but his attainment in other 
subjects was high. 
Guy's general attitude was good. His ratings in citi-
zenship was 10, in stability 2, and in most other traits 8. 
, In work habits and leadership he was assigned a 1· He 
impressed teachers as being 11 capable of success at the pro-
fewsional level in any of' the fields he chose, 11 namely medi-
cine, aviation, and radio technology, but he was 11 inclined t 
be lazy. 11 Though 11 reserved, 11 he was ttvery well-balanced and 
poised and could make "an excellent presentation of his ideas.H 
-. ·;.,_ 
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High-school data.-- Guy's high-school achievement was 
at the certificate level in about three fourths of his 
courses. His work below that level was in three of his four 
courses ~n mathematics, in both years' study of Spanish, and 
chemistry. His College Board test scores in English, social 
studies and physics were respectively at the 54th percentile 
the 75th and 35th. 
Guy's strong record could probably have been higher 
than it was. One teacher quite bluntly stated that 11he did 
not seem to find anything sufficiently challenging or stimu-
lating to bring from him the will to achieve up to his level 
of ability • 11 To this teacher the probable reason for attain 
ment below par was that Guy 11found it easy to succeecl withou 
a great expenditure of effort.» Actually his work was:~-·", 
very satisfactory in relation to that of his classmates and 
he ranked 98th among 439 graduates. 
On the personality scale Guy was rated 1 by most of the 
I 
raters in all traits exeept appearance, stability and leader 
ship, with 2 the highest possible rating to be assigned. On 
the three traits mentioned he was rated 3 points. One of 
his raters believed he possessed Ha considerable amount of 
personal charm.rr 
Guy was not a student leader. For 3 years he was a 
sports reporter on the school newspaper and a member of the 
track team, and at various times he participated in tennis, 
=======9F====--~--==================================================~r========= 
t ~;~~~;, 
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football and swimming. He devoted very little time to 
other school activities, but he was assistant caddy-master 
at a large gol~ club and occasionally was a singer with a 
dance orchestra .. 
Post-secondary data.-- Guy was admitted to one the 
selected men's colleges in New England. 
5. Hugh-
Hugh was the only child of foreign-born parents, his 
father having migrated from Russia, his mother from Rumania. 
His father vras employed as a radio announcer. 
Hugh entered the local schools at the fifth-grade 
level. Despite good health he averaged 20 days of absence 
per year in the elementary school and 19 days per year in 
the High School. 
He has on record fifth-grade and ninth-grade IQ's of 
129 and 134 and a Chicago Test median score at the 72nd per-
centile. On the verbal section of College Board's aptitude 
test he scored at the 78th percentile and in the mathematica 
section at the 86th percentile. 
Elementary-school data.-- Hugh's achievement test 
scores each year were slightly more than a year above the 
norms but the record _of classroom achievement in grades 5 
through 8 is not quite as high as_ .that of most pupils of his 
mental ability. For 2 years his grades were all ~'sand B's 
and his attitude was excellent. He earned a C, however, in 
8J. 
seventh-grade arithmetic and in eighth-grade social studies. 
His personality ratings, despite his difficulties in these 
two subjects, ranged no lower than I on the ten-point scale. 
The lowest of theee ratings were in the traits that repre-
sent drive, incentive and leadership. 
High-school data.-- Hugh continued for two more years 
to work slightly below his expected level, but his final 
grades were usually higher than some of his quarterly grades 
He had but little interest it literary pursuits and experi-
enced minor difficulties in English at times, at one point 
receiving a low-passing grade. In the ninth grade his final 
mark in two courses was only average, but in the second year 
three of his four courses were at certificate level. 
~·. In Hugh's junior and senior years he settled down to 
consistent work, was certified in three fourths of his 
courses, and finally ranked ll8th among 471 graduates. His 
achievement was especially high in mathematics, biology, 
chemistry, physics and German. His lowest grades were in 
English and social studies. Despite his dislike of English 
courses, Hugh scored at approximately the 70th percentile 
in the College Board's test of English. His percentile 
scores on the chemistry and physics tests were respectively 
at the 88th and 96th percentiles. 
!f!ugh 1 s average personality ratings in high school 
ranged from 5 points to 8 points on the ten-point scale. 
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His highest ratings were in appearance, stability, poise 
and popularity. He was rated only average in attention and 
work habits. Teachers found him 11attentive, interested 
and cooperative" in classes related to his special i.nterest 
He was commended for his 11friendly, courteous and winning 
nature," and his "acceptance of responsibility, initiative 
and poise" in group situations. 
Post-secondary data.-- Hugh entered one of the most 
outstanding institutes of technology in the country. 
6. Julian 
Julian's father, a Russian immigrant, was a l~wyer who 
had turned to wholesale trade to increase his income. The 
mother, American-born, had been an elementary-school teacher 
before her marriage. 
Julian's only sibling, a sister 4 years younger, seems 
to be less able than he. She has had two IQ's of 106 and 
115 in grades 2 and 5, and now at the completion of her 
elementary-school education bas only low-average scores on 
the achievement battery and a C average in classwork. 
On Julian's health record are notations regarding only 
childhood illnesses and defects of the usual nature, cor-
rect~d for the most part in the lower grades. He has worn 
glasses to correct a slight visual defect. It is noted that 
he was left-handed. The average number of days absent per 
year in elementary-school years was 21, in high school 7. 
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Julian's IQ' s were 113, 125, ·,a:na'<l37, and his tenth-
grade Terman-McNemar IQ was 143. His median percentile sco 
on the Chicago Tests was 8. On the College Board's Aptitude 
Test his verbal score in the twelfth grade was at-the 9lst 
percentile and his mathematical score at the 96th. His 
percentile on the Iowa Reading Tests was 99. The scores on 
the Metropolitan Achievement ~ests were from a year and a 
half to two years above norms. 
Elementary-school ~ata.-- Julian's classroom achieve-
·.· ment was at the A and d2, level except in penmanship, from 
the first grade on through the eighth. His general attitude 
was usually excellent but in grades 3, 4-, and 8 lower 
attitude marks were recPrded. 
Teachers recognized in Julian ffa questioning mind and 
a capacity for hard work. 11 In one way or another several 
of them identified him as ua natural srtudent and profOund 
thinker. 11 He was nsensitive, 11 however, andtthad to make a 
real effort to control his temper when things went wrong. 11 
One teacher felt Julian was 11 over-confident 11 and 11 conceited11 
and that 11praise went to his head." 
On the personality so ale Julian was rated .§. or 2. in 
all but three traits. In these three, appearance, stability 
and poise he was rated only average. 
It appears that Julian's sensitivity to criticism and 
other signs of instability were influenced by his parents' 
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constant anxiety regarding his scholastic success. Both 
parents, but particularly Julian's mother, were the more 
anxious about his future because they believed they had 
encountered religious discrimination in the professions. 
Julian's "over-confident" manner may have been a disgu_ise. 
High-school data.-- Julian's high-school attain'me.nt;cen 
tinued at the same high level, with all but two final grades 
at the certificate level. His College Board test scores 
were at a very high level ~- at the 9lst percentile in Eng-
lish, 97.7th in social studies, and 80th in physics. He 
finally was ranked 73rd in his class of 439 graduates. 
Julian was admitted to the honorary society restricted 
to high-achieving students who were engaged in an unusual 
number of extracurricular activities. He was not elected or 
appointed to any positions of leadership but he was a member 
of approximately 8 sd).udent organizations. During much of 
his free time h~.read widely or worked i~.his uncle's 
jewelry store$ 
Julian's ratings by five teachers on the revised five-
point scale of personal traits were almost all at theft 
point. He was .still recognized as a ubright, intelligent 
boy '\<Vi th an enthwaiastic interest in life. 11 His comments in 
class were 11 lively 11 and ''added zest to the period. 11 To his 
counselor he appeared self-analytical, deliberative, and 
mature, but tense and under pressure. 
Post-secondary data.-- For financial reasons Julian 
entered a local college, intending to major there in arts 
and science. 
7• Michael 
Michael's father was manager of a clothing retail 
firm. Both of Michael's siblings, a girl nine years older 
and a brother one year older, had attended the High School. 
The sister, already a graduate of a Boston high school, 
spent only a post-graduate year in the local high school to 
take instruction in commercial courses. Her only test score 
available was a Henmon-Nelson IQ of 106. 
Michael's older brother, whose ninth-grade IQ was 129, 
was ranked somewhat above the mid-point of his class.. He 
was strong in science, "thoroughly reliable, 11 but nrather 
too retiring. 11 
Michael had completed two and a half years of elementar 
school before entering lo.cal schools. The physician made 
notations regarding nutritional lacks, poor posture and "a 
moderately rough systolic murmur 11 in the elementary-school 
years. These defects did not interfere with his attendance 
or success in school. 
Although Michael's ninth-grade IQ was high, namely 136, 
his two earlier IQ's were much higher, 149 and 158. In the 
College Board's aptitude test in grade 12 hi.s verbal ability 
was at about the 68th percentile, mathematical ability about 
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86th percentile. His achievement battery scores were well 
ahead of norms. 
Elementary-school data.-- In the elementary school 
Michael's classwork was consistently at the ~-and B level 
and his marks for attitude all high. He was "quiet, capable 
and serious and sure to succeed, 11 but he was rated only 
average in stability, confidence, and leadership and he was 
rated not above 8 in any trait. His vocational interest 
was in engineering and chemistry·. 
High-schoDl data.-- In high school half of Michael's 
final marks were A's and all the rest were ~'s except in 
English, in which his work was usually at the Q level and 
occasionally slightly below. He was awarded the medal for 
outstanding proficiency in mathematics in his junior year. 
His final rank was 7th among 477 graduates. 
Michael won the unqualified approval of his mathematics 
instructor, who believed he had "excellent stuff in every 
way,ff but his homeroom teacher believed he was "rather one-
sided, 11 was a 11 good student but had little interest in any-
thing else," and "made no contributions even when given an 
opportunity. 11 
Michael was for brief periods a member of about eight 
student organizations, but he was not a leader or active 
supporter. He worked some time each week in his uncle's 
drug store but he undoubtedly coul_d have participated more 
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activel~ in the extracurricular program. 
The eleventh-grade ratings submitted by five instruc-
tors were not in clear agreement, especially in regard to 
Michael's work habits, appearance, poise, and leadership. ~ 
In general he was rated high, especially in terms of aca-
demic drive, stability, and citizenship. 
Post-secondary data.-- After graduation Mi.chael entered 
on of the outstanding technological institutions in the 
country. 
8. Owen 
Owen was the only chlld of Russian-born immigrants. 
His fat~er was an office supply agent. Owen transferred to 
a local· elementary school at the mid-point of the seventh 
grade. The transfer was necessitated by change of residence. 
Owen's health and attendance record were excellent. 
The only notation on his health record concerns flat feet. 
His attendance record shows that he was absent less than 5 
days a year on the average • 
Elementary-school·data.-- Two administrations of the 
Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests yielded IQ's of 1~3 and 131, and his 
median percentile on the Chicago Tests was 5_§).. His twelfth~ 
grade scores on the College Board's test of aptitude were at 
about the 60th percentile on both sections. He averaged 
about 8 months ahead of grade-norms on the Metropolitan 
battery. He was more advanced in reading and vocabulary 
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than in arithmetic, English and spelling .. 
Although his final average was at least B in all ele-
mentary subjects, Owen received low-passing marks in arith-
metic for two marking periods. Although he was "an excel-
lent school citizen, 11 he was "not impressive scholasti-
cally" in the eyes of his eighth-grade teacher, who unsuc-
cessfully urged him to select high-school courses of only 
moderately difficult level. 
Just as Owen appeared ttquiet and retiring" to his ele-
mentary-school principal, so he seemed "reticent 11 to high-
school instructors later. Throughout this period and in 
both schools he was rated only average in self-confidence. 
The elementary-school principal and faculty rated him 
above average in work habits and purposefulness and very 
high in the traits other than self-confidence. 
High-school data.-- In the first 2 years of secondary 
school Owen was not eminently successful because his grades 
in algebra and French were only average. The C in French 
- . 
persisted into his junior year but he received certificate 
grades in the remainder of his courses, including geometry 
and trigonometry. His class rank, 69th among a total of 
477, appears to better advantage when it is noted that 70 
members of this class had ninth-grade IQ's of 130 or higher 
Not only was Owen 11well organized11 and 11 very thoroughH 
in his school work, but he participated in a wide range of 
other activities. For four years he was a star on the 
track team and spent Saturdays working in his father's 
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office. He was member of about six school clubs, but his 
greatest interest was in his almost daily duties as electri-
cal manager of the stage staff. After two years as assis-
tant electrician at the Berkshire Music Festival he was 
appointed chief electrician at the next summer's program. 
Because he had long considered a career in aviation, he 
devoted some of his leisure time to flight instruction in 
his last two years of school. 
The eleventh-grade ratings of Owen's personal traits 
s4ow that only in the four traits concerned with his assur-
ance and group recognition did teachers consider him even 
close to average. The ratings in other traits were gener-
ally at a very high level. 
Post-secondary data.-- Owen entered one of the oldest 
of the men's colleges in New England. Seven of his semester 
grades that first,year were C's, three were ~'s. 
9. Philip 
Philip and his older brother Ralph were placed in the!r 
mother's custody after she was divorced from their father, 
a New York-born chemical engineer. The three of them left 
-
a southern state to settle in their mother•s hometown, 
Brookline, where she obtained a position in a social servi e 
agency. 
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Although Ralph's ninth-grade IQ of 128 was slightly 
below the critical level of the students in these case his-
tories, he was probably more able than some of them. He 
ranked in the top eighth of his high-school class, read 
extensively, experimented in a home laboratory, and had 11a 
multi tude of outside interests • 11 At an outstandi.ng mid-
western university near his father's new residence he was 
awarded honors for achievement in the top 3 per cent of his 
college class. 
Both boys were obese and unathletic~ Philip's medical 
record carries notations regarding kyphosis, poor posture, 
round-shoulderedness, flat fee~ low physical fitness index. 
and slightly defective but correctible vision. He averaged 
10 days' absence per year during the 8 years he was in the 
loca-l schools. 
Philip's three IQ's were 124, 124, and 130. His 
eleventh-grade Terman-McNemar IQ was 135· On the Chicago 
Tests his median score was at the 53rd percentile, and on 
the College Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test he scored at 
the 55th percentile in verbal ability, Slst in mathematical 
ability. 
Elementary-school data.-- Philip's achievement battery 
scores were 12 to 16 months ahead of norms, bUt his class-
room record was below his ability level in the elementary 
grades. Entering a local fourth~grade class he ear~ed onl~ 
'~--· ~ -.'·' 
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fair marks in nearly all subjects but in the next two years 
improved slowly and steadily to a high level of attainment. 
In the seventh and eighth grades Phifhip vacillated 
between sood and fair achievement, and for the first time 
exhibited poor attitudes t·oward his school work. 
The reasons for Philip's early difficulties are not 
given in his record. The only entries found concern his 
"reliability."- The rating scales indicated teachers' 
impressions that he was attentive and purposeful and worked 
well. He seemed to be somewhat above average in social 
adjustment but to have only moderate confidence in himself. 
There is insufficient evidence to support theories regarding 
the relationship of his poor school work to any of the 
unsatisfactory factors in his situation, but the probability 
is strong that the divorce of his parents was a determinant 
of his under-achievement. 
High-school data.-- With interest in engineering, 
Philip elected high-school courses that would admit him to 
a college of engineering. From this point on he achieved at 
a high level. Throughout his 4 years of high school he was. 
able to earn certificate grades in all courses except in 
foreign language. He ranked 49th in a class of 489 gradu-
ates. 
In the World Book Company's experimental chemistry 
test Philip scored at the 99th percentile and in the College 
Board's pre-engineering science and advanced mathematics 
tests his scores were approximately at the 93rd and 88th 
percentiles. 
In his out-of-school time Philip was active in a number 
of ways . Like pis b ro the r he expe rime nt ed in the home lab o-
ratory. He worked part-time for three years in a camera s~ 
and took candid camera photographs for the yearbook. In 
his three years of member:ship in the chemistry club he was 
su~cessively secretary~ treasurer~ and vice president. He 
was also elected secretary of the mathematics club-: and later 
its president. He f cund time also for trumpet lessons and · 
Boy Scout meetings. 
Philip was rated very high in all traits by high-school 
instructors and given an unqualified recommendation. 
Post-secondary data.-- Philip entered the same universi-
ty in which his brother was enrolled. 
10. Roy 
Roy was the second oldest of four children whose father, 
a well-to-do patent lawyer, died when the clildren were young. 
The family was able to continue living in a very comfortable 
home and ·to bave a number of' unusual advantages. 
The oldest child, a girl one year older than Roy, had 
IQ' s of 134 and 137, was rated superior :tn all personal 
traits and ranked first in a class of 422 graduates. She 
was co-editor of the yearbook and news editor of the news-
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paper and held several lesser positions. 
Roy's two brothers, born after him at two-year inter-
vals, were both extremely able. The older of the two was 
granted a generous scholarship for study at one of the most 
outstanding independent schools in New England. The other 
boy entered the High School with two IQ-' s of 123 and 143, 
earned certificate grades in all courses but one in the 
first 2 years, won the annual prize for proficiency in 
civics, and was recognized as a leader of his class. 
Roy himself, though having less than average height 
and only fair posture, was in excellent general health and 
possessed athletic ability. His average number of days 
absent was 6 per year in the elementary school, 10.5 in the 
High School. 
Roy's superior ability was demonstrated by IQ's of 143, 
136, and 132, a median percentile of 81 on the Chicago Tests, 
and percentile scores of 79 and 93 on the verbal and mathe-
matical sections of the College Board's aptitude test. 
Elementary-school data*-- For 8 years Roy earned only 
A's in the elementary school and scored nearly 2 years in 
advance of the achievement test norms. His general attitude 
marks were all excellent and his:personaJ.ity·rati:ogs average 
10 in all traits but poise and popularity, in which he was 
rated 2.· His teachers were effusive: "Keenly analytical, 
meti culou.s, ambitious, very dependable, very popular. Can 
do anything he wants.· Has. the ability to be a superior 
lawyer, doctor, or chemist. 11 
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High-school data.-- In the High School Roy earned nine 
A1 s in 16 academic courses, and he was certified in the 
other seven courses, meanwhile carrying a tremendous burden 
of extracurricular responsibilities. He was ranked 44th in 
a class of 477 graduates. His percentile scores on the 
College Board's tests in English, social studies and biology 
were respectively 74, 90 and 92. 
Roy, who had been president of his graduating class in 
elementary school, was a successful candidate for several 
offices in high school. He was chairman of his homeroom 
for 3 years, c·aptain of the marshals for 2 years, president 
of his entire class for two years, assistant chief justice 
of tbe student court for a year and relinquished the chief 
justice's position in his last year because it was generally 
believed that he held too many offices. The most time-con~ 
suming of his positons was the editorship of the school news 
paper, for which he had prepared by serving as sports editor 
Awarded more points for scholarship and leadership than any 
other member of his class, he was automatically appointed 
president of the honorary society. 
Outside.the school Roy was president· of a large boys' 
club and had won exceptional honors in the Boy Scouts. 
Roy's average rating on the ten-point scale was 10 in 
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purposefulness~ popularity, leadership and citizenship. 
The average rating in most other traits was 2· In social 
poise the rating was 8 and in self-confidence one. teacher 
rated him 9 points, two rated him 8 points, and two only 
6 points. 
Adults continued to have a high estimate of Roy. He 
was, for example, awarded a prize as best all-round boy in 
the junior class .. Not only did he have 11 a lot ot:.power in 
many ways, 11 ~'but he was 11 int erested in giving himself to 
organizations 1' and was 11wholeheartedly concerned over the 
progress of his class. tt When he was named co-winner of one· 
reward, he was characterized as 11 exemplifying the best in 
American youth. 11 
Post-secondary data.~- In his freshman year at one of 
the outstanding colleges for men Roy earned B 1 s in nearly. 
all courses. 
11. Stephen 
Stephen, only child of an automobile salesman, was 
healthy, vigorous and athletic, but he was absent more often 
than necessary about 19 days a year on the average 
thDoughout the elementary-school years and about ll days at 
the high-school level. 
Stephen's elementary-school IQ's were only 106 and 108 
but the ninth-grade IQ was 130. His median score on the 
Chicago Tests was at the 57th percentile. On the College 
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Board's test of verbal ability he scored at about the 97th 
percentile and on the mathematical test at the 77th per-
centile~. His achievement battery scores were consistently 
above the norms. 
Elementary-school data.-- Stephen had a good record of 
achievement throughout the first six years of· school and in 
the eighth grade. It was only in the seventh grade that he 
received grades below the B level. His general attitude 
was satisfactory throughout the greater part of these g 
years. Though rated superior in appearance, confidence, 
poise and popularity, he was rated only average in all 
other traits. 
g1gg-school data.-- Stephen's record in high school was 
sufficiently good to rank him 98th in a class of 471 gradu-
ates, but in intermediate algebra, chemistry and four units 
of language study he was unable to obtain a certificate 
grade. 
He was able to learn materials well from classroom 
discussion and he tended to rely upon this abi~ity without 
preparing work assigned outside of class. Such ability 
obviously jeopardized his success in some courses more than 
in others and with some teachers more tban with others. 
That he did have a good unders.tanding of his courses seems 
to be proved by his high percentile sc?res in three College 
Board examinations -- about 76th in English, 98th in social 
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studies and 67th in chemistry. 
Stephen was vice chairman of the lunchroom staff in 
his junior year and chairman in the senior year. He was on 
the freshman teams in swimming, track and football but in 
his last three years spent much of his leisure in unpro-
ductive ways. In his senior year a court of law found him 
guilty of driving without a license and speeding. 
Most instructors were not favorably impressed by 
Stephen's personality because he was hyperactive, ill at 
ease after any length of time in a classroom and restless 
to the ~oint of attracting attention from other pupils. 
One of his teachers, however, believed that he was rrdepend-
able in his work and emotionally SUable, in all a well-
rounded boy. 11 Another teacher felt that Stephen's outer 
appearance of interest, attentiveness and courtesy, assumed 
the greater part of the time, was a thin disguise. 
On the ten-point scale Stephen was rated only average 
in attention, work habits, purposefulness, stability and 
citizenship, but superior in the other traits. 
Post-secondary data.-- Stephen enrolled in a large 
university in the fall after graduation and in his freshman 
year was designated for achievement at honor levels. 
12. Winfred 
Winfred and his two sisters were qUite young when their 
father, a merchant, died. It did not become necessary for 
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the mother to find employment. 
One of the girls was 2 y_ears younger than Winfre.d, the 
other 5 years younger. The former, with no IQ high~r than 
123 w~s well up in the top decile of her class, was a jus-
tice on the student court, the re-write editor of the news-
paper, executive board member, vice-president and president 
of the Girls' League in successive years, and was admitted 
to one of the most outstanding colleges for women. The ot~ 
sister, with IQ's ranging from 115 to 13), is now achieving 
a comparable record. 
Winfred attended the local school from kindergarten on 
through high school. Bronchitis, sinusitis and similar 
infections caused him to be absent frequently -- an average 
of 29 days per year in elementary school and 14 days per 
year in high school. He lost 40 _days in grade 4 and 56 days 
in grade 6. In the High School he was often excused from 
physical education. 
Elementary-school data.-- The record of Winfred's 
classroom achievement was fair .. through grade 5, but it 
included occasional C's and D's at various quarterly marking 
periods in grades 3 and 5· The attitude marks were unusual~ 
poor in grades 2 through 4 -- at some points the lowest 
mark to be given. 
Winfred's general attitude continued to be very poor 
for the next three years and his marks were now usually C's 
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in most subjects. 
In the traits related to incentive Winfred was rated 
average and in the traits related to social adjustment just 
above that point. He appeared to- be of only average emo-
tional stability but to have considerable self-confidence. 
The elementary-school record does not explain whether Win-
fred's health or his father's death were related to his 
mediocre attainment at this point. 
High-school data.=~ The first year in high school was 
somewhat more successful than the previous year. Although 
1-Yinfred continued to do only average work in English, 
Spanish and algebra, he earned certificate grades in orches-
tra, art, and economic education. 
Perhaps it was becaase his "tremendous musical ability 11 
began to gain recognition at this time that he became gradu-
ally more concerned about his school record. Up to this 
time he had studied only the piano, but he quickly learned 
to play the trumpet in grade 9 because a trumpet player was 
needed in the orchestra. 
In the sophomore year Winfred·' s difficulties with 
Spanish and algebra did not diminish because of his incom-
plete mastery of the fundamentals~ but his work in English 
improved, he did excellent work in elementary Latin, and he 
continued to become more deeply interested in music and art. 
In the third and fourth years the majority of Winfred's 
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work was certified for college entrance, although he was not 
as successful in chemistry and history. As in the first 2 
years he elected music for his free periods but replaced art 
with courses in dramatics and argumentation. He was allowed 
to substitute a course in ngreat plays 11 for the usual fourth 
year English course. He ranked 98th in a class of. 471. His 
high level of achievement was confirmed by College Board 
test scores at about the 84th and 80th percentiles in 
English and physics and.the next to highest q_uartile in 
Latin. 
Winfred's out-of-school hours were devoted only to 
music and speech. He studied trumpet· 4 years with a member 
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and began to play the 
violin with unusual success. He studied harmony, counter-
point, and composition to the point of writing two or three. 
pieces for piano and trumpets and at least one string 
quartet. He played in the Harvard-Radcliffe orchestra and 
ensemble groups as well as in the high-school orchestra. 
In dramatic roles and work of the radio and debating clubs 
he began to show unusual talent. 
The ratings on the ten-point scale were all'8 1 s and 7's 
except in popularity, where he was rated 6. His rather 
stiff and perhaps unfriendly mannerisms did not win him 
many friends. Some teachers and students were alienated by 
the fact that he was ttusually quite decided in his views. 11 
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He gave the impression of "possessing unlimited ambition. 11 
Post-secondary data.-- Winfred was admitted to the 
school of music in one of the 11 big ten" universities. His 
grades were quite satisfactory in his first. year except in 
physical education. He transferred the next fall to a 
well-known conservatory of music. 
13. Alice 
Alice's older sister had already been graduated from a 
Boston high school when her family too~ up residence in 
Brookline and enrolled Alice in the second grade. Alice's 
father was a liquor salesman, Eussian~born; her mother was 
a native of Boston. 
No childhood diseases or defects are recorded in the 
health report. Alice was absent from school and average of 
30 days a year throughout the first 6 grades but from grade 
7 through 12 only 6 days a year. 
Alice's IQ 1 s were 148, 123 and 139 and her median per-
centile on the Chicago Tests was 76. She scored at the 99th 
percentile on the Iowa Reading Tests and consistently tested 
2 years ahead of norms on all sub-tests of the Metropolitan 
battery. 
Elementary-school data.-- Alice's elementary-school 
attainment can be described simply as being at the A level 
t~roughout with only the highest marks for attitude. Her 
ratings were at the 2 level on the ten-point scale in nearly 
all traits and at the ~point in the others. 
li~h-school data.-- In the High School Alice earned 
only certificate grades, all but two of them at the A level. 
On the revised five-point scale all of her 25 individual 
ratings but one were 4's and 5.'s .. She ranked second in a 
class of 439 graduates, including 58 having IQ's of 130 or 
higher. College Board tests showed Alice to be high up in 
the top decile in verbal ability, English, French and chem-
istry, and at about the 65th percentile in mathematical 
ability. 
Alice was active in at least fifteen extracurricular 
activities, all of a non-athletic nature. Her elective 
positions were numerous. She held one-year terms as secre-
tary of the French club, associate justice in the student 
court, news editor of the newspaper, and vice-president and 
later president of the choral society. For 2 years she was 
chairman of her homeroom. She was a finalist in the prize-
' speaking contest and chairman of the graduation com:;mit:.tee. 
Combining scholar~ip with unusual extracurricular leader-
ship she was elected to the school's honorary society. 
Alice was well-adjusted from nearly every standpoint. 
It is worth noting that she was able to fix her Ultimate 
goal no more definitely than to decide on entering one of the 
traditional colleges for women. She was not satisfied to 
have no more specific objective, however, and attempted to 
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establish one through reading and interviews. 
Post-secondary data.-- Alice was admitte& to all three 
traditional colleges to which she applied and from one of 
them received a large scholarship grant. 
14. Edna 
Edna attended the elementary school where herfather was 
one of the teachers. She was the only child in the f~mily. 
Edna had a record of excellent health. Because of her 
father's position it is not surpri~ing that her attendance 
record was good. In four of the 12 years she was in school 
she missed no work through absence and her annual average of 
days absent was only 5. 
Edna's IQ's were 123, 122 and 133 and her median per-
centile on the Chicago Tests was 70. Her total score in the 
Metropolitan tests was about a year above the norms in the 
annual end-of-year administrations. 
Elementary-school data.-- The elementary-school record 
was at a high level for all 8 years and her attitude marks 
were always excellent. On the ten-point personality scale 
Edna was rated 8 or 2 in all traits but self~confidence and 
leadership. In these traits she was rated 7_. 
High-school data.-- Interest in sketching had already 
prompted Edna to think seriously of a career in commercial 
art or fashion design. She took only academic courses in 
high school until her senior year, however, when one· of. her 
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four courses was free-hand drawing. In all courses except 
ancient history, ft~erican history, plane geometry and inter-
mediate algebra she obtained certificate grades. Her class 
rank was 49th among 489 graduates. 
Edna was a member of eight student clubs and committees 
and despite earlier doubts about her leadership was elected 
vice president of the llPep Club, 11 chairman and treasurer of 
her homeroom in successive years and student marshal. She 
was unusually active in girls' varsity sports-- field hockey 
swimming, basketball and softball. 
' 
Edna was rated in attention and self-confidence at the 
I point on the ten-point scale but §, .2. and 10 i~ every other 
trait. Her classmates voted her "most popular student in the 
class. 11 She impressed teachers as a somewhat shy, gentle and 
conformist person, extremely cooperative in class work but 
not driving or ambitious. She participated very little in 
class discussions.even when most interested. 
Post-secondary data.-- Encouraged by her succes.s in the 
senior class in art, Edna entered an art school for a tarmina 
program. 
15. Irene 
Irene was the older child of a well-to-do department 
store owner. Both parents were born in this country. A 
younger brother has been educated in an independent school. 
Irene1 s parents transferred her to the local eighth 
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grade from a small independent school for girls, where her 
general average had been at the Q level. 
The medical record contains a report regarding a rrloud 
rough systolic murmur which points toward heart disease. 11 
Irene was restricted from high jumping, running, and competi-
tive sports for a year. Later examinations showed that her 
heart was 11 doing well" despite a continued Hloud blowing 
systolicn condition. She liked team sports, however, and in 
high school took increasing part in t~em, until she was 
awarded a school letter for participation in field hockey and 
other athletics. 
Irene's Stanford-Binet IQ's in grades 2 and 3 at the 
girls' school were 126 and 138. Her Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ's 
were 142, 125 and 130. All her scores on the Chicago Tests 
were very high except in the numerical factor. On the 
College Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test Irene tested at 
about the 77th percentile in verbal ability, 83rd in mathe-
matical ability as ~ high-school senior. Reading test scores 
scattered from the 36th and 38th percentiles to the 75th in 
grade 12. 
Elementary-school data.-- In the eighth-grade year Irene 
soon pushed her grades above the Q level and by June was 11 an 
excellent student.n Her ratings.were fairly high in all 
traits but confidence, popularity and leadership, in which 
she was average. 
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High-school data.-- In high school Irene had more diffi-
culties with Latin and algebra than expected. Although she 
achieved below the certificate level in five units in these 
fields, her grades in other academic courses were sufficientl3 
high to rank her 49th among 422 graduates. On the College 
Board's tests in English, French and chemistry her scores 
were respectively at the 8lst percentile, 75th and 58th. 
Irene's parents, who were anxious for her academic suc-
cess and passed their anxiety on to her, took her to a clini-
cal psychologist for tests in her senior year. He reported 
that tests revealed no fundamental weaknesses but he believed 
that with her ability rrshe should have been reading at least 
fifty books a year 11 instead 0f the comparatively small number 
she had reported. 
Irene was admitted to thehonorary society because she 
was not only a strong student but an unusual .contributor in 
the extracurricular program. She was secretary of her home-
room for 2 years, assistant editor of the yearbook one year, 
and active in about ten organizations. 
By the majority of her teachers Irene was rated 10 points 
in appearance and 8 or 9 points in all other traits except 
confidence and social poise, fun which most ratings were just 
above the average. To an instructor who knew Irene) very well 
she was 11 a pleasing person with a truly affable personality 
that is always even and a true joy to work with. 11 Her guidanc 
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counselor was deeply concerned with the tensions that had 
developed from the family's pressures on her. 
Post-secondary~ata.-- When Irene was notified or her 
admission to one of the best women's colleges in the East, 
she re-acted with a hysterical outburst. Her first-semester 
grades at the college were two B's, two C's, and .a D. 
16. Joan 
Joan's father and mother were immigrants from Canada. 
Her rather was employed as a machinist. Her only sibling, 
a sister 5 years older, had had a ninth-grade IQ of 107 and 
Chicago Test scores with a 57th percentile median. Most of 
this sister's high-school courses had been in the commercial 
department. She had ranked ~ust below the top fourth or her 
class and was rated high in all personality traits on the 
scale. 
Joan was more able than her sister. Her IQ's were 141, 
}' 
134, and 130 in successive testings, and her median in the 
Chicago Tests was at the 77th percentile. She was in good 
health but she was .slightly round-shouldered·~ and her p0sture 
was only fair. Her school attendance record.was well above 
average and included 4 years in which her attendance w.as per-
feet. 
Elementary-school data.-- The elementary-school record 
contains only A and~ grades and excellent attitude marks. 
She was given the maximum nating in appearance, popularity 
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and citizenship~ 2' in four other traits, and 8 in confidence, 
poise and leadership. She was described as Han excellent 
school citizen who will do the very best she can in every 
situation." She had 11 good work habits 11 and uwanted to suc-
ceed. 11 Although she tended to be 'tqui te shy in the beginning 
of the school year, 11 she was"a splendid all-round girl. 11 
High-school data.~- Joan planned at that time to become 
a teacher and elected ¢ntirely academic courses in the ninth 
grade. Within that year, in which t~ree fourths of her grade 
were at certificate level, she decided instead to transfer to 
secretarial courses for the last three years. Her success 
in these courses remained at the same level, with about three 
fourths of her marks at the ~ level. Since only 57 of her 
classmates tested at her level of intelligence in the ninth 
grade, she was not in the strictest sense of the word achiev-
ing at her own level by ranking 118~h in her class. She was 
however, in the top quarter of the class. 
Joan was on several girls' varsity teams --·basketball, 
softball, field hockey and swimming, and was captain of the 
field hockey team. She held two offices in the 11 Pep Club, 11 
was elected a student marshal for 3 years, secretary and vice 
chairman of her homeroom, treasurer of her class for three 
years, chairman of the junior prom, and was active in several 
other student events. 
On ·the revised five-point rating scale Joan was again 
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rated at the top in appearance, popularity and citizenship. 
Ratings on other traits were preponderantly at the 4 point, 
except in attention. 
Post-secondary data.-- Joan appears to be an example of 
that large group who might be able to render greater service 
to the nation if they could be assisted in plans for higher 
education. Although in her position in a fairly large bank 
"she will be able to rise above the average worker, 11 as one 
instructor predicted,· one still doubts tbat a clerical posi~ 
tion was a sufficiently high objective in terms of her own 
occupational satisfaction and general adjustment. 
17. Miriam 
Miriam, the daughter of a fairly well-to-do owner~mana­
ger of a furniture store, attended the local schools from 
kindergarten on. Her only sibling, a brother several years 
younger, is in the elementary school. 
Miriam had four of the usual childhood dieeases and 
from kindergarten through grade 4 frequently suffered from 
colds. She was absent about 205 days in 8 years of elemen-
tary school, an average of nearly 26 days a year. In high 
school she averaged 7t days absent a year. 
Miriam's IQ's were 126, 115 and 130; her twelfth-grade 
Terman-McNemar IQ was 128. On the Chicago Tests her median 
percentile score was 96; arid !ln t]J.e Col"lege Board's Scholastic 
Aptitude Test her percentile score in the verbal section was 
llO 
75, in the mathematical section 48. 
. Elementary-scho-ol data.-- Miriam's achievement on the 
Metropolitan battery and in the classroom was at a high 
level throughout the elementary years. Her test scores were 
about 2 years in advance of norms by grade eight. Her marks 
were usually !'s; her lowest mark was a B. In attempting to 
explain Miriam's strong scholastic record, teachers men-
tioned her 11 close family life~' and the fact that her 11 mother 
watched her progress closely. 11 She was na very capable and 
energetic girl, a leader, eager to be outstanding and suc-
ceed." 
At irregular intervals Miriam !{aS marked below the 
excellent level in attitude. Teachers believed that she·was 
~-:Sp.oiled 11 and 11 always got her own way at home. 11 In school, 
at any rate, she was "dominant and too aggressive,tt "not 
always considerate of others, 11 and "usually resented criti-
cism. 11 
On the rating scale Miriam was rated only 2 fOr emo-
tional stability on the ten-point scale. She received high 
average ratings (6) in attention and citizenship, superior 
ratings (I and 8) in purposefulness, self-confidence and 
poise, and very high ratings in appearance, work habits, 
popularity and leadership. 
High-school data.-- In the High School Miriam was certi-
fied for college entrance in all courses. One fourth of her 
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final grades were A's. She ranked 32nd among 477 graduates. 
On achievement tests of the College Board series her per-
centile score in English was 95, in French 75-plus, and in 
chemistry 58. She was "a superior student, serious in her 
attitude toward work, painstaking and careful.'' 
Miriam was extremely active in the extracurricular pro-
gram. She took part in at leaBt five types of athletic acti 
vity, eight student clubs and committees, the newspaper and 
yearbook staffs, and volunteer work in a hospital, a kind·er-
garten, Sunday school, and on playgrounds. She was elected 
vice president of the Latin club, make-up editor and sub-
scription manager of the newspaper and was appointed one of 
the advisers to freshman girls. 
The personality ratings this time were as scattered as 
they had been three years ·earlier. Most teachers agreed tha 
she was outstanding in appearance, work habits and purpose-
fulness, but there was extraordinary disagreement about h~r 
other traits. As an extreme example, one teacher rated her 
only one point for citizenship, one rated her five points, or.e 
nine points, and two teachers rated her 10 points. So far 
as a pattern of ratings can be traced, sh~ was somewhat 
above average in attention, stability, self-confidence, 
poise, popularity and leadership. 
In the eyes of one teacher Miriam demonstrated 11habitual 
selfishness. 11 At her best she was 11 a cooperative and depend-
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able member Of the school •••• pleasantly purposeful in atti-
tude and anxious to do the fair thing at all times. 11 
Post-secondary data.-- In her freshman year at a 
select college for women Miri-am~:: earned a C average in 
nearly all subjects. 
18. Ruth 
Ruth was the first of two children of a mechanic whose 
duties required him to travel from one city to another. 
Ruth was not in the local schools until grade 8. Her brotbe' 
has continued in attendance at Boston schools. 
The only notable item on Ruth's physical record con-
cerned an '6Ilexplained 11back pain, 11 for which she was 
excused from physical education for three months in her 
sophomore year of high school. She missed an average of 
about 10 days of school per year • 
. Ruth's IQ's were 121 and 130; the dhicago.Test median 
score was at the 75th percentile. On the Metropolitan bat-
tery she tested 2 years above norms on the reading and vocab 
ulary sections, 1 year on the other sections. 
Elementary-school data.-- The eighth-grade marks for 
attitude and achievement were all high. The personality 
ratings were at the top of the scale in all traits except in 
attention, popularity and leadership, where the ratings were 
all 8. 
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High-school data.-- In the High School Ruth had a very 
strong record in every year except the second. It may be 
only coincidence that this was the year in which she suf-
fered from 11back pains." At any rate, her marks that year 
were only fair in three of her four courses. Ruth's poorer 
work throughout the 4 years was in algebra, French and Latin 
She was ranked 49th among 422 graduates. Her College Board 
percentile scores were low in English (38) but high in 
social studies (86) and French (75-plus). 
Ruth was a member of about a half dozen student organi-
zations but was not elected a leader in any of them. She 
. 
spent a limited amount of time in tennis~ riding and swim-
ming. · 
Teachers rated Ruth 8 points out 10 for every trait 
except appearance (9J, and confidence (7). Her chief assets 
seem-: to have been ber attractiveness, 11poise and charm, u and 
11 self-contained and matureu manner. 
Post-secondary data.-- Ruth entered a small, select 
college for women, where heyfirst-semester.grades were three 
C's and two ~'s and her average mark was 77. 
19. Summary 
In several cases teachers who recognized the gifted-
ness of the pupils described in this chapter made confident 
predictions of future success. Most of these pupils appear 
to have had all-round ability and considerable versatility, 
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to have achievad at a high level in nearly all academic 
fields, and yet to have had unusual success in one or two 
special areas. At least thirteen of the eighteen showed 
unusual interest and ability in literary, scientific, musi-
cal, artistic or dramatic activities. One gains the impres 
sion that in all these respects they surpassed the low 
achievers. 
The comment perhaps most often made by teachers was 
that the high achiever was a ttgood school citizen.u It is 
interesting to note that teachers did not appear to recog-
nize easily the few cases of poor or borderline emotional 
adjustment among these successful students. In one extreme 
case a teacher described as 11 dependable and emotionally 
stable" a boy concerning whom there had accumulated considerf;.-
ble evidence of instability. It would appear that a number 
of teachers believe nothing but good of their brightest 
students. It is important to recognize that instability 
appears among both low achievers and high achievers although 
not necessarily instability of the same type or in the same 
proportion. 
Where teachers expressed dissatisfaction with a few 
of the high achievers, it was in regard to a tendency to 
work below capacity. Even taking into account the tendency 
of' teachers in a college-preparatory school to make unusual 
demands, one still recognizes that a few of the successful 
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pupils undoubtedly worked below their capacity at times in 
the elementary school or .in the first two years of high 
school. They differed from the low achievers, however, in 
that they improved after a short period and in no case 
achieved at a low level in the last two years of high schooL 
Tabulation of teachers' estimates of pupils' projective 
and introjective behavior resulted in exactly the same 
division as among the low achievers, namely, eight sociable 
children, eight of doubtful classification, and two unsoci-
able. 
As in the case of the low achievers, the parents of at 
least four of the high achievers demonstrated unusual anxi-
ety about their children's academic success. 
It would not be possible from the information available 
about the high achievers to test the theory that achievement 
of academic success is a compensatory mechanism, although. 
some members of both groups in this study did have such 
handicaps as unattractive appearance, broken. homes, and 
minority status. 
CHAPTER V 
COMPAIUSONS OF GROUP DATA 
Intelligence.-- The two groups of gifted childi>en 
selected for this study are well matched in respect to 
scores on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests administered in grade 
9· The mean IQ of the 18 low achievers is 135.6 and the 
mean of the matched high achievers is 134.5. The range of 
the low group is from 130 to 146 and of the high group from 
130 to 144. 
Further evidence that these groups were comparable in 
ability was obtained from study of their scores on intelli-
gence tests at other grade levels. Below the 'fifth grade, 
Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ's obtained for the 13 low achievers 
enrolled in local schools at the time ranged from 105 to 
133, and for the 12 high achievers from 106 to 149. The. 
medians were respectively 120 and 128. This apparent advan-
tage for the high group was reversed by the testing between 
grades 5 and 8. This time the rQ•s of the 18 low achievers 
ranged from 113 to 140, and of the control ~oup from 108 to 
158, with medians respectively at 129 and 125. 
Another available check on ability, obtained in grade 
8, was the median score on the Chicago Tests, a score based 
-11.:6-
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on high. local norms. The low group's inter.quartile r.ange-wa 
from 58 to 87, tbe high group' s from 54 to 8i. The medians 
were respectively 72 and 76 • 
.. .Sex and sibling status .. -- The two groups §,re equivalent 
in regard to sex as well as intelligence, each one being 
comprised of 12 boys and 6 girls. Whenever exact matching 
for both IQ and sibling status was impossible, a substitu-
tion was made in terms of a high achiever of slightly lower 
·rQ and perhaps also of slightly different sibling status. 
The end result is that 16 of the 18 low achievers have the 
same number of siblings and are oft~~ ~ame·sibling rank as 
16 of the high achievers, as shown in Table 1. Taken alto-
gether, the low achievers have 11 brothers and 8 sisters; 
the high achievers have 8 brothers ·and 8 sisters. 
Table 1. Sibling Status of Low Achiever·s and High Achievers 
Low Achievers High Achievers Sibling Status 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
( 1} (2) (3) (4) (52 
Only child ...... 4 22 6 33 
Older of 2 ....... 6 33 5 27 
Oldest of 3 ..... 1 6 1 6 
Intermediate •.. _. 1 6 1 6 
Younger of 2 · · · • 4 22 4 22 
Youngest of 3 •.. 2 11 1 6 
Total ...•..... 18 100 18 100 
High-school rank.-- The high-school rank of the two 
groups, employed as the criterion of achievement, is the 
only respect in which a clear-cut contrast is observed. 
The median percentile rank of the low achievers was 27, 
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that of the high achievers, 88. The class ranks of the low 
group ranged from the 9th percentile to the 31st, and of the 
high group from the 73rd to the 99th. 
Family background.-- The 36 pupils studied were all 
born of parents P9Sses:s1ng. American. citizenship and speaking 
English as the primary language. Five of the low group and 
six of the high group, however, had one foreign-born parent, 
and one low achiever and three high achievers had two 
foreign-born pe.:rents. Fourteen of the low group were 
Jewish and fif,teen of the h:tgh group. 
Thirty-one of the thirty-six families had remained 
intact up to the time of their children's graduation from 
high school. Two of the fathers in each group had passed 
away, and the parents of one high achiever had been 
divorced. None of the mothers in the broken families was. 
re-married. The two mothers of low achievers found employ-
ment, as did the divorced mother of the high achiever. ·The 
two widows in the high group did not find it necessary to 
obtain employment. 
Sixteen of the eighteen fathers in each group represent 
professional-managerial occupations or clerical-sales occu-
pations and are almost equally divided between the two 
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categories, as shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Occu,pational Group of Fathers of Low Achievers and 
High Achievers 
Father's ~ Low Achievers High Achievers Occupational 
Group Number . Per cent . Number Per Cent 
(1) __{_?_) (3) ( 4) (5} 
Professional-
managerial ....••. 7 38 8 44 
Clerical-sales •..• 9 50 8 44 
Service ............. 1 6 0 0 
Skilled •.•..•...•. 1 6 2 12 
-----
Total~ ........... 18 100 18' 100 
. 
Siblings.-- The siblings of the low group do not appear 
to diff~r markedly in ability from the siblings of the high 
group. Se'l:fenteen of the nineteen siblings of low achievers 
entered the High School and took the Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests 
in grade 9, a•s did ten_of-~the:.B.:fxteen siblings of high 
achievers. The IQ's of the 17 low-group siblings (L) ranged 
from 85 to 195, and the 10 high-group siblings (H) from 106 
to 143. The median IQ of the L siblings was 126, of the H 
siblings, 123. 
Of the 17 L siblings, only seven had compiled good 
records: four were graduated in the top half of their 
classes and three have done at least average work as under-
classmen up to the present time. The unsatisfactory group 
12'0 
includes four graduates having low ranks, four underclassman 
with poor records, and two drop-outs. 
A sharp contrast is seen in the records of the 10 
H siblings attending the High School, nine of them having 
had satisfactory records. Six of these nine were ranked in 
the top half of their graduating classes and three have 
above-average records at present in the School. 
Health.-- The gifted pupils appear to have been free of 
serious physical defects or illness with tbe possible excep-
tion of Paul and Janis in the L group and Winfred and Irene 
in the H group. Comparison of the health records of the L's 
and H1 s reveals no important group dirferences. This is 
made evident in Table 3, in which the groups are compared as 
to frequency of defects and illnesses noticed by the school 
physician for two or more years in succession. The L group 
Table 3. Physical Defects and Illnesses of Low Achievers and 
High Achievers 
Type of Physical Low Achievers High Achievers 
_.::::D:.:::e:.=f~e~c::...t:::....-:o::-:r:r-:I=-l=l=n;.::e-=s:.=s;,...::N::..:::umr==-b"~e:.::r~-P~e7r~C;..;::e::::n::...:t:::.-_....:::.Numb er Per Cent ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4) _ .... (~5 L-) -
Posture .••...••.• 12 66 9 50 
Feet ..........••. 7 39 6 33 
Nutrition .......• 6 33 6 33 
Vision ........... 6 33 4 22 
Teeth ............ 5 27 1 6 
Spine •.........•. 3 17 4 22 
Tonsils-adenoids. 2 12 0 0 
Heart . ........ e •• 1 6 3 17 
Lungs .....•...... 1 6 l 6 
12l. 
included a few more pupils who were below par in respect to 
teeth, tonsils, and posture. 
Age.-- Because accelerated promotions of Brookline 
pupils are rare, almost all the L' s and H 1 s fell within. the 
normal age-range at every grade level. At graduation from 
high school the median age of the L's was 17 years, 4 month~ 
and of the H1 s 17 years, 3 months. At that time 33 of the 
36 pupils were between 16 years, 10 months and 18 years, 
·1 month. On0of the three accelerated pupils, a low achiever, 
was only 15 years, 10 months and markedly imnature. The 
other two, both high achievers, were 16 years, 7 months and 
16 years, 6 months. 
Length of time in local schools.-- Since it was pos-
sible that one group was enrolled in the local schools 
longer than the other, a comparison was made. A glance at 
Table 4 shows that the groups are almost equivalent in this 
respect, about half of each group being enrolled from the 
first grade on, and the others entering one by one at almost 
every grade level up to the eighth grade. Comparisons of 
the two groups at all grade levels are facilitated by the 
fact that the cumulative total of L's and H's enrolled is 
approximately equal in grades one to five and exactly equal 
thereafter. The difference in the scholastic success of 
these two groups is obviously not related to the length of 
time spent in local schools. 
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Table 4. Grade Levels of Low Achievers and High Achievers 
at Time of Entering Local Schools 
Grade Level at Low Achievers Hip;h Achievers 
Time of Entering Number :Cumulative·, Number Cumulative 
Local Schools Entering Total Enterin~ Total 
___ C~l:...L.J ___ -+-_._( g)_ _(3 ,. ,: .' r 4) ( s) 
1 ........... . 10 10 9 9 
2 ........... . 2 12 1 10 
3 ........... . 0 12 1 11 
4 -.. " ........ . 1 13 1 12 
5 ............ . 1 14 1 13 
6 . .......... . 1 15 2 15 
7 . .......... . 1 16 1 16 
8 ............ . 2 18 2 18 
Attendance.-- For both ~oups the average number of 
days absent from school each year, shown in Figure 1 below, 
_...; ; 
/ .. --
4~~---+---+--~--~---~--+----r---~---~--1----1 
2~--~-~---;1---T---T---r---r---r--~--~--+-~ 
.I 1: 
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . 9 10 11 12 
Figure 1. Median Number of Days Absent for Low Achievers 
and High Achievers from Grade 1 through 12 
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decreased from grade 5 through 10, then increased for the 
next 2 years. Figure 1 shows the attendance of the high 
achievers improving at a higher rate than that of the low 
achievers. The differences are not marked, however, and 
for the first 5 grades it is nearly impossible to make any 
generalizations. In the first 3 years of high school the 
average low achiever was absent 9! to 13! days a year, 
approximately 5 days a year more than the average high 
achiever. 
Elementary-school achievement.-- Since it would be 
helpful to know how early low achievers begin to lag behind 
in the classroom and in what subjects, all the low grades 
earned by L's and H1 s in every subject and at every level 
were tabulated. C's (fair) and D's (low passing) as well 
as Ers (failing) were considered nlow 11 for gifted pupils. 
Seventeen of the eighteen L' s earned two or more low 
final marks in at least one elementary-school grade, but of 
the eighteen Ht s only five earne,d as many as two low marks 
in one year. Five of the Lts began to lag behind as early 
as grade 4, and the others began to lose ground in the next 
three years. 
The low achievers not only received C1 s and ~'s early 
in their scholastic careers but they received them often. 
In their elementary-school records appears a grand total of 
113 such final marks, while the high achievers earned only 
18. This difference is the more interesting in view of the 
fact that the two groups were eelected on the basis of their 
contrasting achievement in only the last two years of high 
school. 
The subjects in which over one fourth of the low 
achievers received C's and D's as end-of-year mark~were 
language, literature, history, geography and arithmetic at 
various grade levels as shown in Table 5· At no time in 
the elementary-school years were as many as one fourth of 
the high achievers receiving .Q 1 s and D's. 
Table 5. Elementary-School Subjects in Which Over One 
Fourth· of the Low Achievers Received C and D Marks 
I Number of Low Achiev~rs Receiv-
Grade Subject Low·Achiev- ing C and D Marks 
ers Enrolled Number Per Cent 
(1} (gl (3) ( 4) (5) 
4 Language~. 13 5 39 Arithmetic 13 4 31 
5 Arithmetic 14 5 36 
Language •. 15 7 47 
6 Arithmetic 15 6 40 
Historv •.. 15 4 27 
7 Geography. 16 8 50 Lanp::uap;e .. 16 7 44 
Geography. -icf 9 50 
Arithmetic 18 8 44 
8 Language •• 18 7 39 
Hi story ... 18 T 39 
Literature 18 6 33 
" 
High-school achievement.-- In high school the low 
achievers received low final grades in 61.1 per cent of the 
--.. 
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courses completed, or about three times as of ten as the 
high achievers, who received low grades in 20.1 per cent of 
their courses. The low achievers, moreover, skirted failure 
much more often, earning ~. the borderline grade, in 18.9 
per cent of their 471 courses, while the high achievers 
earned Q's only one tenth as often, or in 1.8 per cent of 
their 488 courses. Three of the low group failed in one 
high-school course 7 but there were no' failures among the 
control group. 
The mediocrity of the low group extended to all aca-
demic fields in high school, as shown in Table 6. Mediocre 
Table 6. Low Marks of Low Achievers and High Achievers in 
High-School Academic Fields · 
t Low Achievers 1 High Achievers -~- --
Academic Field Units Low ] arks Units Low Marks Com- Num- Per -:-Com- Num- ·Per 
p1eted ber Cent J2leted ber Cent 
_____,.--· __.l_c, l~)~----1,--~I,.'?2.T.L.-t---+ C71:::-'l'-l-_c~4~)--+- c s ) c 6 > f 7 > 
FOreign language. . . 66 60 91 75 26 35 
Social studl-oes. • . • . 36 32 89 31 5 16 
Mathematics........ 58 43 74 59 15 25 
English............ 144 100 69 144 29 20 
Science............ 42 25 60 39 5 13 
w_o:r-~ -was-- ~more common in languages and social studies than 
i:p. other,fields . About five times as many of the low achiev-
.: ·. ~- ::...~· ~· 
ers as high achievers had difficulty in social studies and 
science, while the ratio in other fields was only about 
three to one. 
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Test scores in primary mental abilities.-- Comparison 
of the v~rious test scores of the two groups revealed over-
lapping to a degree that deprives them of virtually all 
• 
prognostic value~ When the eighth-grade scores on the 
Chicago Tests of Primary Mental Abilities were tabulated, 
for exampleJ they were found to be distributed in a very 
similar pattern and within much the same range for each sub-
test. Table 7, listing the median scores of the two ~roups 
on the six subtests, reveals neglegible differences in the 
numerical, verbalJ word fluency and reasoning factors of 
mental ability, a difference of only 10 percentile points 
in favor of the high group in the spatial factor, and of 
14 points favoring the low group in memory, the least satis-
factory section of the test. 
Table 7. Median Percentile Scores of Low Achievers 
and High Achievers on the Chicago Tests 
of Primary Mental Abilities 
Test 
(1) 
Numerical ..•.. 
Verbal ..••.... 
Spatial •..•.•. 
Word Fluency •. 
Reasoning ••.•• 
Memory ....... . 
Low Achievers' 
Median Percentile 
(2) 
65 
79 
47 
78 
77 
78 
High .Achievers' 
Median Percentile 
( 3) 
67 
77 
57 
81 
79 
64 
Interest inventory scores.-- Table 8 shows the number 
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of both groups displaying high and low interests in various 
occupational fields, as measured by the Kuder Preference 
Record in grade 10. In a hypothetical group of 18 youmh of 
Table 8. Occupational Interests of Low Achievers and High 
Achievers as Measured by the Kuder Preference Recarr 
Occupa- Degree of Low Achievers High Achievers tional 
Field Interest Number Per Cent Number 1 Per Cent 
(1} (2} _{3} _{_tl ___ 1-· _( 5) (62 
Mechanical High .•... 1 6 2 11 Low . ........ 9 50 6 33 
C0mputa- High ..... 3 12 5 28 
tional Low . ..•.. 7 39 7 39 
Scientific High .•... 5 28 7 39 Low . ..... 5 28 2 ll 
Persuasive High ..... 10 56 10 56 Low •..... 3 17 4 22 
Artistic High ..... 3 17 5 28 Low ......... 10 56 5 28 
Literary High ..... 4 22 6 33 Low ...... 3 17 ~· 28. 
Musical High ..... 3 17 44 Low . ...... 2 11 4 22 
Social High ..... 4 22 6 33 
Service Low ...... 2 11 3 17 
Clerical High ..... 6 33 1 6 Low ...... 4 22 10 55 
completely normal interests it is obvious that four persons 
would score above the 75th percentile and four below the 25tb 
percentile, the critical scores arbitrarily delimiting 11high11 
and 11 lot'i' 1l interest. Judged by these standards, an unusually 
large proportion of both groups in this study displayed high 
interest in persuasive activities and l~ck of interest in 
mechanical ones. 
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In some occupational fields one group varied somewhat 
more from the norm than the other group. Over half of the 
low group appeared to dislike artistic activities, for 
example., and the same number of high achievers exhibited a 
distaste for clerical occupati-ons. Nearly half of the high 
group appeared to have a preference for musical activities, 
in which most of the low group had but average interest. 
The data suggest a tendency for high achievers to enjoy sci-
entific activities and for low achievers to dislike compu-
tational activities to a greater extent than normal groups. 
The two groups appear to be most sharply contrasted in 
clerical interests. 
Achievement test scores.-- On achievement tests, as on 
other tests, scores of the two groups overlap to a high 
degree. On the Iowa Silent Reading Tests, for example, the 
percentile scores, based on local norms, ranged from 32 to 
97 for the low group and from 38 to 99 for the high group. 
The respective medians were 84 and 90. 
On ~he Metropolitan Achievement Tests the range of 
scores and medians of the· two groups, based on local norms, 
run parallel in much the same way, the high group usually 
being ahead by a slim margin. Table 9 shows the range and 
median of both groups on the Metropolitan battery in the 
eighth &Tade. The only noticeable difference is that the 
median of the low group is one half year lower in reading 
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and arithmetic fundamentals, but over 80 per cent of the 
scores of the two groups overlap on both tests. 
Table 9. Range of Grade-Level Scores and Median ·scores of 
Low Achievers and High Achievers on the Metro-
politan Achievement Tests in Grade 8 
Grade-Level Scores 
Ran~e Median 
Test Low I High Low High 
Achievers Achievers Achievers Anhievers 
{l) (2) (3) ( 4) ( J:)) 
Reading •••.. 8.~ 7-11.6 9.0-11.2 10.0 10.5 
Vocabulary .. 7.8-11.2 9.3-11.3 10.5 10.3 
Arithmetic -
Fundamentals 8.7-10.7 9.4-ll.l 9-7 10.3 
Arithmetic 
Problems .... 7.9-10.6 8.8~11.1 10.0 10.2 
English •.... 9.0-ll.l 8.9-ll.l 10.1 10.0 
Spelling ...• 8.6-lo.s 8.7-10 .. 7 9-9 10.0 
Total .•.•• 8.8-10.9 9-5-10.6 10.0 10.1 
Fewer low achievers than high achievers took the Colleg 
Board 1 s entrance examinations.and their scores tended to be 
lower. The median verbal score of the 10 low achievers who 
took the Scholastic Aptitude Test was at the 7lst percentile 
of the 15 high achievers, at the 83rd percentile. A marked 
difference appears in·the scores on the mathematical section 
of the aptitude Test and on the English test, the median of 
the low group on both tests being only 51 as contrasted with 
83 in mathematics and 85 in English for the high achievers. 
It is interesting to note that all of the five low achievers 
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who took the social studies test scored considerably lower 
than any of the seven high achievers who took the test. 
Too few of the low group took the other tests of the College 
Board series to make other comparisons possible. 
Personality ratings.-- ·The personality ratings of the 
two groups were compared at both the eighth-grade level and 
the eleventh-grade level. Since each pupil had been rated 
by several teachers on both levels, a median rating was 
found for each pupil in respect to each of the ten traits 
at both grade levels. Comparison of the two groups after 
tabulation of these median ratings shows some differences 
in favor of the high group in all ten traits, including 
appearance, at both levels. 
At.:·the elementary-school level the majority of ratings of 
both groups in respect to every trait were between 6 and 10 
on the scale. The data still have value, however, in that 
only 3 per cent of the ratings of the high group were below 
6 on the scale while 27 per cent of the ratings-of the low 
group were as low. Study of the individual scales showed 
that 12 of the low group had ratings below 6, but only four 
of the high group were so rated~ 
By the eleventh grade a much more definite contrast 
appears between the two groups, brought about by a decline 
in the ratings of the low group and rise in the ratings of 
the high group. At this grade level 88 per cent of the 
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ratings of the low group are below the 8 on the scale, but 
only 22 per cent of the ratings of the high group are as 
low. 
At both grade levels the low group were generally rated 
somewhat lower in attention, work habits, purposefulness 
and emotional stability than in the five traits representing 
primarily social adjustment. Ratings of the high group are 
uniformly high in all traits. Study of these ratings leads 
one to believe that ratings on individual traits of a pupil 
were determined to a large extent by the teacher's general 
impression. 
High~school activities.-- The low group ~articipated 
less actively than the fuigh group in the High School's 
extracurricular program and contributed fewer leaders. Ten 
of the low group but as many as fifteen of the high gr.oup 
were engaged in seven or more activities. The difference is 
greater in regard to leadership. Only three of the low 
group but twelve of the high group held two or more positlons 
of leadership. Eleven of the low group had absolutely no 
experience as leaders in high school but only three of the 
high group. 
Post-secondary experiences.-- The low group does not 
appear to be faring as well as the high group in the year 
after leaving high school, but complete data are not yet 
available. Twelve of the low group attended four-year col-
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leges or have been accepted for matriculation in the fail, 
as compared with Eixteen of the high group. Two low 
achievers entered junior colleges for terminal programs, 
one continued secondary-school work in an independent school 
and three obtained employment. One of the high group 
enrolled in an art school and one found employment. 
College grades of some of these pupils have not been 
reported to the High School, and some students will matri-
culate at college next fall. College grades were available 
for ten of the low-group and seven of the high group, how-
ever. The point average of the low group in the first 
semester of the freshman year has been 1.9, a C-minus 
average, and o:f.--the high group 2.4, between C and B. 
At the same time it should be noted that a larger pro-
portion of the high group were enrolled in traditional col-
leges offering only arts and sciences and reputedly making 
heavy demands on students. The low achievers appear to have 
' done their po~rest work in the social sciences in college, 
although the data are too scanty to justify any conclusions 
at present. 
Summary and conclusions.-- Eighteen gifted pupils in 
the lowe-st third of their high-school classes, matched in 
respect to intelligence, sex, and sibling status with eight-
een pupils in the highest third of their classes, proved to 
have parents of similar origins, marital status and occupa-
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tions with the control group. 
Although the majority of siblings of both groups had 
good mental ability, the siblings of the low achievers were 
less likely to be successful· scholastically than the sib-
lings of the high achievers. 
The majority of low and high achievers wer~ in good 
health and no important differences could be detec~ed betw~ 
the two groups. 
The difference in attainment of the groups could not 
be explained on the basis of acceleration and retardation 
or on.the basis of length of time spent in the Brookline 
schools. 
After the fifth grade the average low achiever was 
absent a few more days each year than the average high 
achiever, but the data have no practipal prognostic value 
because the rec~rds of the sroups overlap almost completely. 
-
The high- schoo.l medi ocr a ty of the experimental group 
was merely the later phareof long-cont~nued scholastic mal-
adjustment, beginning in most cases between grades 4 and 7. 
All but one of the eighteen could have been identified early 
by their average and below-average marks in every subject 
except reading and spelling. 
In high school the poor students had unusual difficul-
ties in all academic fields. If guidance were restricted to 
assisting them only in selection of high-school courses, it 
would not have been possible to prevent their inferior 
achievement. 
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When the two groups were compared from the standpoint 
o1f scor:e . .s . on ob je cti v.e measures of primary mental ab ili ties, 
occupational interests, and scholastic achievement, the 
great majority of the low achievers • scores overlapped with 
scores of the high group~ Despite their consistently low 
classroom records over a number of years, the low group 
scored much higher than average pupils and almost exactly 
as high as the control group in eighth-grade tests of pri-
mary mental abilities and achievement. By the twelfth grad~ 
however, they had begun to fall behind the high group even 
in respect to achievement test scores. 
A slight difference in spatial ability was found in 
favor of the high group, while a similar difference in 
memory favored the low group. 
Interest inventory scores showed an unusually large 
number of both groups to be interested in persuasive acti-
vities but disliking mechanical activities. A large pro-
portion of the high achievers liked scientific and musical 
activities but expressed distaste for clerical occupations, 
while the low group disliked art. 
On the eighth-grade achievement battery and t.est of 
reading ability both groups scored at least a year above the 
high local norms in all the tool subjects. In reading and 
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arithmetic fundamentals the low group averaged somewhat 
lower than the high group but the difference in scores is 
too small to explain their scholastic difficulties. 
College Board testing in the twelfth grade showed that 
the low group, though outstanding in verbal ability, was 
still inferior to the high group. Scores of the former were 
only average, as compared to the high national norms, in 
mathematical ability and English, while the high group 
scored at high levels in both tests. 
Teachers rated the inferior pupils, as a whole, a trifl 
lower than the successful group on ten personal-social 
traits in the eighth grade and considerably lower in the 
eleventh grade. The early ratings had little or no diag-
nostic value, but most of the pupils destined to achieve 
poorly in high ;school could have been identified on the 
basis of below-average ratings. 
In high school the tendency among pupils who earned low 
grades was to participate in somewhat fewer activities than 
the succe~sful students and to be appointed and elected to 
very few positions of leadership .. 
Most of the low achievers,. now enrolled in post-second-
ary institutions where standards are not exacting, are con-
tinuing their mediocre achievement and earning lower grades 
than the high group, enrolled in very demanding colleges. 
Too many gifted persons begin to waste their talent in 
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the elementary school and continue in a do~mward trend 
through high school and adult life. The signs of their 
maladjustment are more likely to be found in their behavior 
in the classroom than in data concerning their parents, 
their health, their test scores and the like. Until there 
are devised more helpful tests, easily administered, for 
general use in the schools, teachers' evaluations.of emo-
tional adjustment and classroom achievement should be used 
in the identification of talented children who are under-
achieving. Since these under-achieving children tend to be 
poorly adjusted personally and socially and their scholastic 
problems appear to be emotionally based, a mental hygiene 
approach is imperative as soon as such pupils are identified 
-:-
e APPENDIX 
' 
Table 10. Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ, Number of Brothers and Sis-
ters, Sibling Rank and Percentile Class Rank of 
Matched Low-Achieving (L) and High-Achieving (H) 
Boys. 
ri ; 
I IQ Number of • Sibling Percentile Pseudon~m Brothers Sisters Rank Class Rank 
(1) (2) (3 ~ (4) (5) (6) 
··1. Alfred (L) 146 0 0 
- 24 
Arthur (H) 144 0 0 
- 98 
2. Calvin (L) 144 0 1 1 31 
Charles (H) 143 1 0 1 93 
3. Edgar (L) 143 1 0 2 31 
Ernest (H) 143 0 l 2 83 
4. George (L) l42 0 0 - 21 
Guy (H) 139 0 Q - 78 
.. 
5. Henry (L) 138 0 0 - 31 
Hugh (H) 134 0 0 - 75 
-
6. John (L) 137 0 2 1 17 
Julian (H) 137 0 l 1 83 
7. Mark (L) 136 1 0 2 31 
Michael(H) 136 1 1 3 96 
8. Oscar (L) 134 0 0 .. 18 
Owen (H) 13l 0 0 - 86 
9. Paul (L) 133 1 1 3 16 
Philip (H) 130 1 0 2 90 
10. Robert (L) 133 2 1 3 9 
e Roy (H) 132 '2 1 2 91 11. Samuel (L) 130 1 0 1 31 
Stephen(H) 130 0 0 .. 79 -
. -· 
. -·--'- 12 . Walter (L) 130 1 0 1 31 
Winfred(H) 130 0 2 1 79 , - .. ~ ........ 
--
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Table 11. Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ~ Number of Brothers and Sis-
ters~ Sibling Rank and Percentile Class Rank of 
Matched Low-Achieving (L) and High-Achieving (H) 
e Girls 
\ ·~1 ~ I' I 
' 
I Number of Sibling Percentile Pseudonym IQ Brothers Sisters Rank Class Rank 
(l) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) 
1. Agnes (L) 140 l 0 2 23 
Alice (H) 139 0 l 2 99 
2. Edith (L) 134 1 0 1 24 
Edna (H) 133 0 0 .. 90 
3- Ida (L) 131 1 0 1 30 
Irene (H) 130 1 0 1 88 
4. Janis (L) 130 0 2 3 24 
Joan (H) 130 0 1 ' 2 73 
5· Marian (L) 130 0 l 2 31 
Miriam (H) 130 0 e ~- 93 
6. Rhoda (L) 130 1 0 1 31 
Ruth (H) 130 0 0 - 88 
-
e 
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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
The problem and plan of study.-- This study attempted 
to identify characteristics associated_with low achievement· 
among gifted children in the public schools. An experi-
mental group of eighteen persons, twelve boys and six girls 7 
having ninth-grade Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ's of 130 or higher 
but ranking in the bottom third of their graduating classes 
between 1947 and 1951 in the High School of Brookline, Massa 
chusetts, were comp~red with a control group. This control 
group was composed of twelve boys and six girls individually 
matched for sex, IQ and sibling rank, but selected from the 
highest third of their classes at the same school. 
The data that were studied concerned the pupils' par-
ents, siblings, health, attendance, test results, achieve-
ment, extracurricular activities, ratings of personality, 
and early post-secondary experiences. 
A need for this type of investigation is seen inasmuch 
as waste of intellectual giftedness has deprived this country 
of many leader~ and leading educators have demonstrated that 
those who ~aste their talent in adult life also wasted their 
talent earlier in school. 
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Assumptions on which the study was based were that the 
data, taken from school records, were valid and reliable, 
that the experiences and motivation of the pupils in the 
schools were similar, that salient factors were included in 
the study and that no factors of over-riding significance 
were excluded. 
The data were first used in the preparation of case 
histories of the eighteen low achievers and eighteen high 
achievers in order to reveal to what extent constellations 
of factors led to scholastic success or failure and to enabl 
the educational personnel worker, more concerned~th person-
focussed data than with group data, to see individual pat-
terns of failure and success. 
Review of the research.-- Psychologists and educators 
agree that emotional factors are primarily responsible for 
low achievement among bright pupils. Investigation of this 
relationship of emotional variables to low achievement has 
been effectively carried on by psychologists studying indivi 
uals through the use of clinical procedures, but educators, 
concerned with group data, have had little success, partly 
because of the limitations of available measures of person-
ality. 
Although hundreds of types of data have been examined 
by a number of investigators, the findings have not been 
conclusive. Some investigators have found that a signifi-
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cantly high proportion of low-achieving gifted children were 
characterized by inferior socio-economic and educational 
backgrounds, introverted personalities, and maladjusted, 
over-protective and over-strict parents. 
Case histories of the low achievers.-- In the case his-
tories of the eighteen low achievers appear to be some com-
mon factors. These children were usually identified by 
teachers as mentally superior. At least the overt behavior 
of most of these pupils in the school was of a non-hostile 
nature and they appeared to desire educational and voca-
tional success, but in their schoolwork they· appeared to be 
lacking in drive and concentration. 
Case histories of the high achievers.-- Teachers saw in 
most of the high achievers the promise of success in later 
life, developing out of a combination of all-round ability 
and special talents. 
Perhaps because teachers were oriented in terms of 
scholastic achievement, they appeared not to recognize signs 
of instability even when they occurred in the case of a few 
of these students. 
Instructors did, however, realize that at times even 
these successful students achieved below their capacity. 
It would not be possible to conclude from the available 
data that introversion or extroversion was characteristic of 
either the experimental or the control group or that parenta 
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over-concern with scholastic attainments was found in one 
group more often than in the other. 
Comparisons of group data.-- After the data had been 
presented in case-history form, they were tabulated for each 
of the two groups of pupils and compared to determine 
whether differences existed. The parents of both groups 
were quite similar in terms of national origin, marital sta-
tus and occupational groups. Although the majority of sib-
lings of poth groups were mentally superior, the siblings of 
the experimental group attained less scholastic success than 
those of the control group. 
The low group did not differ from the high group in 
respect to health, scholastic acceleration or time spent in 
the local schools but from the fifth grade through the 
twelfth was characterized by somewhat more frequent absence 
from school. 
Every one of the unsuccessful pupils had begun to 
achieve below his expected level in most subjects as early 
as the fourth to seventh grade and continued in high school 
to have difficulties in all academic fields. 
In tests of primary mental abilities, occupational 
interests and scholastic achievement the range of scores of 
the two groups overlapped to a high degree. The low group, 
in comparison with the high group, appeared to have slightly 
less spatial ability, somewhat more retentive memories, less 
• 
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interest in science~ music and art, more interest in clerica 
activities, slightly inferior achievement in reading and 
arithmetic at the elementary level and in verbal ability at 
the secondary level, and considerably lower mathematical 
ability and mastery of English composition at the secondary 
level.· 
Eighth-grade teachers rated the inferior pupils some-
what lower than the successful pupils in ten traits related 
to use of ability and personal-social adjustment, and 
eleventh-grade teachers rated them markedly lower in these 
traits. 
In high school the low group participated in somewhat 
fewer extracurricular activities and were far below the high 
group in respect to leadership in these activities. 
Most of thelow achievers enrolled in less-demanding 
post-secondary institutions than did the high achievers and 
are continuing to achieve at a lower level than the other 
group. 
It would have been possible in the elementary school to 
identify all these pupils who were to waste their talent 
over a period of several years and possibly throughout a 
lifetime. There is evidence that their scholastic difficul-
ties were associated with emotional maladjustment and that i 
the elementary school guidance based on a mental hygiene 
approach might have assisted these young people in learning 

